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PADUCAH, KY., THURSDAY MORNING, MARCH 29,
1906.

VOL 22, NO. 282
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HIS CASE
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TO
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CHAIRMAN OF NATION- Carnegie library
to Be Closed While
Al, DEMOCRATIC COMMITthe Floor Is Being Waxed—N
o
TIE ACCUSES HIM OF STABReply Yet From Mr. Carnegie.
VYlifILE THEY WRANGLE
BtNG CANDIDATES OF THE
COAL GOES UP.
TY IN THE BACK.

BEEN ESTABLISHED.
A step looking tovierds opening
Mrs. 'Hal 'Corbett will tomorrow
Charged With Cirand IArteny in Tenth street from
way to
afternoon -between
and 5 o'clock
Kentucky avenue was ta
, yesteraddress the little ones of the city Ohio Operator Says It's a Business
Connection With Cam.
day afternoon at the boa
New York, March 28.—With the --N
f pubYork, March aft. )elancey during "Children's Hour" at the
lic works meeting, at whit
e A. Standard Oil hearing, so far as New , N'
Impossibility to Pay More
vice chairman of
PaIgn Funds.
e demo- Carnegie library on Ninth
and
York
is concerned, closed, Attorney crat
G. Gilbert submitted to th
OMnational committee,
Broadway. She will speak to them
a
sensaat Present Time.
cials, a proposition that he
old General Hactiey, of Missouri, started tion speech last night at the demo- about Joel Chandler Harris, as she
for
his
home last night with his as- crat club.
sell the city enough of his
orate
with 'August Belmont pre- intended lo do last Friday, but the
property, at llets per foot, so the sistant, Rush C. Lake, and Frank
denounced
Repreeentative meeting of last week was postponed
Hagerman,
HABEAS
the
CORPUS
Standard - Oil lawyer Will
PROmunicipality could run Tenth street
R. Hlearst as a political trait- on ccount of the disagreeable weaththrough the block mentioned. He from St. Louis. Alfred D. Eddy, th: or.
he attack came as a surprise. er then prevailing. This will be the AND WHAT'S A POOR
CEEDINGS
=GUN.
agrees to part with a strip thirty- western counsel of Standard Oil, 'eft He
rged M. Hearst vith accept- third of the hours since thty were
CONSUMER GWINE TO DO?
five feet in width, and full length of for Chicago.
ing
c hospitality of '!ie democratic inaugerated.
"I have made my case," said Mr. nahi al
the block, something close to goo
committee, uing the commit•
Hadley just before leaving. "I con- tees loney
feet long. The property is located
and then stabbing, the
Waxing Floor.
sider
that
have
alleproved
I
every
New, York, March afi.--George W. where his tobacco
TIte library will be closA,, to the
warehouse stood gation I filed. When the case is ar- caiid tes of the party in the back.
Perkins, formerly vice-president of before it was
t same time that he denounc- public Saturday, Sunday art4 possibly
Indianapolis, Ind., March a8.—'The
burned last August, gued I will ask the suprente court of
the New York Life Insurance com- and runs all the way from
ibprc.hCaulogized VVItn. J. Bryan, until noon Mionday on account of it joint conference of
Broad- Missouri to render a decision which
the bituminous
pany, today was arrested on a war- way over to the
&aerating him as an honorable man, taking that length of time to put
avenue.
If
coaloperato
viopunish
will
opened,
Standard
rs
its
for
Oil
and
miners
of the cen4 rant charging grand larceny in the the
and holding Hearst in contrasu with down the new wax upon the hardnew thoroughfare
will
be latiZn of the laws of Missouri in the Bryati. lite said among
tral competitive district met today, in
first degree. The warrant was is- straight through
wood
other
things:
floors.
the
wax
has
to
be
from North Tenth past and to impose conditions which
"Igen I recall the treacherous rec- melted so as to spread on the floor Chat was ;„-or.c;a77"
sued by Magistrate Jos. Moss. Be- coming over
usdlers
to==
will guarantee that corporation's com• ord
tram Jefferson.
On
of
this
man,
Hearst
-.ad
fore he was arraigned his counsel getting to the
I
cornam
t!-.oi
a
!eft
final
Without
effort
being
to
tread
reach
an agreement
avenue the new block pliance with the law requirements in pelleltto contrast it
with the honor- upon, for several days so it cani .on the
applied to justice Greerbaum in the of street will
wage scale in Illinois, Indiana,
end about too feet the future."
able COI d of Wm. J. Bryan. I harden. This will make it necessary'
supreme court for a writ of habeas West of
Ohio and Western Pennsylvania.
where Tenth comes in to
know''a true democrat from a false for the. building to be closed.
corpus directing the production of Kentucky
'since the adjournment yesterday afavenue from Washington
one.
r. Bryan did his best with
NOT A RUNAWAY.
Mr. Perkins before Justice Green- street. The
ternoon no move had been made by
board ordered that the
his g t eloquence and the power of
Companion Picture.
baum The writ was granted.
either side and the deadlock, appardeal be recommended by them to
t personality after he was deJohn Rook Says He Was Out Look- his
ently, was as firm as at any previous
President
E.
W.
Bagby
expects
to
the
council
and
the purchase of the
feate in the convention, to elect the
Supreme Court.
time.
There were no indications that
receive
sometime
next
from
week
ing After His Desired Position.
candi tes of his party.
This proceeding takes the case property be made so the new square
Andrew Carnegie about the picture a strike could be averted. G. W.
can be opened.
"H could not control all his friends
horn the jurisdiction of the magisMr. Traer, the chairman, announced tht
Tuesday afternoon the
News- and e knew when he went on the of Shibo Castle in Scotland
At present no nighway runs from
trate and carries it directly to the
the question was on the substitute
Bogby
picture
wants
foreign
that
of
a
Democrat published that Herbert sown that he would not bet able to
Supreme court, which, however, is Broadway to the avenue, between
home of the great philanthropist, in motion offeref
lwili
j.. H. iflinderi,,t0.
e.
not the highest court in the state, Ninth and Eleventh streets,' as the son of Dr. Phil Stewart, and contr I them, but he did not sne-1.- order to hang it in the library here reaffirm?' the
trige scale, with
into
headquarters with promises
there being an Appellate division where Tenth should go through, has John, the son of Mrs. Wilmoth
beside the picture of •Carnegia:0- conditions as bj existed whim that
of
ci
common
f
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can
arid
Rook,
away
run
tried
had
from
to
birthplace. The'latter was'given to osOle w'_,E's to pit'-t""
and a Court of Appeals, still higher, always been buildings and private
"
*
y and put out his banhome the night before, but were take
the Padncalt, library by Mir..lienry the cost of mining, loading, shooting
to which the case might be appealed. property belonging to individuals.
ner
banner,
use
then
and
our
caught
local
the
railroad
in
yards
Arrangements looking
Nunn, who took the snapstait while and timbering.
Mr. Perkins was arrested by a detowards
ssaries to stab the party can- in Europe two years ago.
his
.An Ohio delegate spoke briefly in
tective from the office of the dis- getting rid of many of the unsightly and brought back home.
didat
in the back. I was talking
to
As
desires
Young
this
it
Rook
reply
to a statement made yesterday
telegraph
and
light
trict attorney.
poles on the
When magistrate
ont tonight and he said
with r B
HIGH LICENSE WINS AGAIN by Hr. H. L. Chapman, of Ohio, reMoss adjourned his court at noon !public sweets, were made by the known he was not out there to run I ha
t go very deeply into
gazding local coriditions in Jackson
he said be was waiting for Mr. Per- 'board of works which expects to away. He had gone out to the yards this
tter.
t I'm not a politician
county, 0. A. J. Mboreshead, of Illiposition
about
see
wanted
he
to
a
Raised
Saloon
Ohio
$z
in
Tax
to
,o
kin. to be brought before that accomplish much in this respect.
I'm
t looking for anything in polinois, spoke first /or the operators. He
The independent telephone company, with the road, he having work'' in tics,
court, but he had not appeared.
can afford to tell the truth."
by Legislature.
'said operators woul be pleased to pay
year
Chicago
offices
last
the
all
of
wants
to
put
up
poles on lath beIn the petition in which Mr. PertW
Mr. Nicoli conclu•led Mir.
the miners an increase in wages, but
Columbns, 0.. March 28.—Arrod it was a business
kins asked for a writ of habeas cor- tween Clay and Trimble, and were with Mr. T. F.. Barton, former Belm t, as toastmaster, said:
impossibility at this
mechanic
master
While
here.
he
given
the
Nicoli's
lOr
'In the last part of
permissibn, with underscenes of excitement almost unpre-` time. "You miners." said be, "have
pus he declared that he is "impriswas
looking
claims
job,
he
his
after
spree he said he was speaking for cedented in Ohio legislative proct- the advantage over
oned and restrained of his liberty" standing that the street railway and
us. You can cornthe Stewart boy came along and had hem; f, and that I did not prompt durc the senate
this afternoon bin and centralize your voting power
by the detective, and that he is not city light poles now standing, shall
expressed
run
away,
desire
and
to
a
him.
II in favor o
at pirc.et his passed the Aiken house bill increas- upon a fixed
committed by judgment of any tri- be removed, and the public and car
object or desired action.
ys Cad itot ing the saloon tax from $350 to But if the operators combine
eompany's wires attached to the was standing and talking to the 9peCC in which be
bunal.
we- are
him say 'Y
poles of the independent telephont 'Rook lad when the officers came pro
$1,000 and sealed its action by vot- threatened with the penitentiary.
No Crime.
amiifflaugh
tee.
and
Stewart.
Young
got
it.
Th
had
as
people_ The car company was given
ing down a motion to reconsider.
"14re coukit control the coal market
In his petition Mr. Perkins de- permission to buy
The lobbies of the senate chamber and pay you higher wages if we could
the poles left
clared also that his imprisonment standing on Fourth
were packed by spectators long be- tbuunyhkall the coal mines, but unforbetween Broadand restraint are illegal, and that way and Monroe
for you and for us, we hay
fore the hour for the senate to constreet, by The
the warrant is void, in that no Postal telegraph
vene as a result of the intense en't the money to do it."
company
who
•
evidence of aim.crime or act justi- abandoned a large
agitation over the bill and the crush
number in changfying Moss, and that the magistrate ing its wires to poles
to gain admittance finally became
in another
was without jurisdiction to issue tthoroughfare.
The car company
so great that the door., had to be
the warrant. AlOffended to the peti- will use there purchased
closed.
poles, and
tion Is a copx iIiS warran( issued take down many
WILL
BE FIN
CE COMMITTEE WILL
The victory of the advocates of
of its own now THE CIONTRACT
by Magistrate Voss, which sets stancling, in shifting
LET NKKT WEEK FOR THE
THIS TOMORROW
the Aiken bill was won--by superior INFORMAL MEETING
poles about On
HELD
forth, that upon information made that thoroughfa
ADDITION.
NIGHT.
generalship in parliamentary procsre. The car people
YESTERDAY BY PRObefore him today "One George W. were also
dme, aided by the friendly support
empowered to shift ics
MOTERS.
Perkins did commit the crime of poles on Broadway
of Lieutenant Governor Harris, the
between Twelfth
grand larceny ter
degree."
street and Fountain avenue, and Kamleiter's Clerk Thought Bear The
t Committee Will Not Meat presiding officer of the senate.
wherever possible their poles out
to
e.up Enlargement of Plant
Residence Was Afire and SumThe Aiken bill will go into effect The Temporary Officers
Decided UpUntil 4iiext Week.
that way are to be used by the city,
immediately upon being signed by
moned the Department.
on, But Official Meeting is Held
and also the independent telephone
the governor or within ten days
Over Until Next Week.
people. •Authority was given for a
shouldiit not be signed or vetoed.
11111111•••••=0.•••••Ine
number of other changes, so that
The oiht finaoce committee of the The brewers claim the bill will drive
The fire committee from the two
WALLACE HEIGHTS COMPANY there can be jointly
used, as far as city legislative bodies, Is now get- city I ielative boards will tomorrow halite saloons of Ohio, of about
yesterday afternoon the incorporaFILED ARTICLES
nigbt eet at the office of -City Audi- 6,oettli\out of businest.
possible, the same poles by the car
*ors and officers of The Paducah
contractors
ting
bids
from
the
TERDAY.
tor
Kiirkland,s,
A sander
for the purpeople, independent company, and
Chautauqua Associatiori held a meeteffikking over the acc
ts
the car people, independent com- around over the city, showing for pose
L. P. HEAD jAPPOIWrED
ing at th.,,Comitaercial Club head-'
pany and the city. In this connec- what they will construct the addi- held a ;fist the Municipality
quarters fin South Fourth street but
ate c cetns. These bills come up On Committee to Revise Rules on on account of
E. W. Smith Conferred Power of tion the board of works
several being absent,
decided to tion to be placed to ttie South Side for al vrahcenext
week before the
Attorney by Ed P. Noble
ask the municipal legislative bodies fire department house at Fourth and
nothing official was done. although -.sr"
Printing.
State
Yesterday.
to give the former authority, by Elizabeth streets so room can be counci and aldermen, and all parties
the promoters talked things over inhavin acedaintstaginst the city must
a
formally. There were enough there
ordinance, to designate where
28.—Speake
Lo
Ky.,
March
r
_.for
ía
havehold a session, Istiroul a Courtesy
poles atia- wires shall be placed in- be installed at this building for use
_
by to
ow morriiag in or 'er to get Lawrence announced the appointment to those who could not come, it was
Yesterday in the county clerk's side the city.
committee
house
printing,
of
the
on
fires
case
of
in
in the factory dis- them by shape for the committee. If
-office there was filed articles of inThere are several ponds of stag- trict which surrounds the South Side not in the auditor's handS by the tithe which was provided for in a joint decided to just talk over things and
then postpone the official gathering
corporation for the "Wallace Heights nated water down about the old department
. The committee expects mentiotted, thlt accounts go over until resolution passed at the regular ses- until sometime next week. 'Yestercomposed
sion.
of
committee
-Company" that will engage in the dogwood factory on North Sixth
The
is
to open the bids in time to submit the following month for allowance.
Representatives L. P. Head of Padu- day it w3l practically decided that the
'buying and selling of real estate. street, and orders were issued that
the figures to the Council next MonNo Apeistant Yet.
L. W. Arnett of Covington, and temoorffiy officers should be made
ah;
Mr. George C. Wallace is president the water holes be drained by the
day evening, and awards the conSouthall of Hopkinsville. permanent, they being 'John S. BleeckHerman
W.
of the company, John W. Keller vice property owners, who are the I.
City Clerk Bailey has not yet emC. tractoto the party making the lowest
The senate committee was appoint- er president, Charles Weille vice
ployed ttjs assistant to tiglp him make
president and Joe L. Friedman secre- railroad, J. Andy Bauer, and Hill figures.
president, David W. Coons secretary
bills, showing how.nAith ed by President Thorne several weeks
out the
tary and treasurer. The concern is & Karlin, latter the briekmakers.
W. F. Paxton treasurer.
and
It is believed that about $1,300
ertye-o
owes the city ago, and is composed of Senators
capitatired at $6,000, while the
The fall board ratified the rejec- will be needed to pay for the addi- each p
Covington,
of
Newman
.Harbeson
of
. The public
t
for
amount of indebtedness permitted is tion by Members Rincliffe and WilThe committee also decided to look
tion that goes on to tke rear of
$75 for this Woodford county, and Charlton of around and get started their prelimi$10,000.
helm of the North Twelfth street present stationhouse. The addition boards have allowed
Louisville.
nary arrangements so that when Mr.
Power of Attorney.
grading and graveling by Contractor will be about twenty feet in length, help, and he expects Al.secure the
The two committees will hold joint Shaw returned here the middle of next
competent
soon.
man
services
a
of
Yesterday in the office of the Ed Terrell, who in this manner
im- two stories high, and of width equal
session. during the summer months month, they would be in position to
county clerk there was filed a. docu- proved Twelfth from its old termEnlarge Light Plant.
for the purpose of revising the print- fully outline the programme and, arto the present house standing there.
ment showing that' E. W. Smith, of inal, through doh .Rottgering propThe light committee of the city ing laws relating to the state printing.
The new part will not have a door
range other necessary details-.
Los Angeles, Cal., had been con- erty. The board finds the contrac- opening
on Elizabeth street- so there boards will not take up the question
ferred power of attorney on Ed P. tor did not put the required twelve can pass out the engine that
considering
the
enlargemen
t of
The committee having charge of
Deeds Recorded.
will of
Noble, authorizing the latter to re- inches of gravel on the new high- have
powerhouse
coin+,
until
after
the
eit,y's
question of selecting the site
the
to come out the Fourth street
John Herzog sold to W M.
evening, le
lease for the former, a mortgage way, therefore the officials
Mbnday
next
meets
dl
whereon
the chautauqua will be given
refused door of the present house.
has tis pass upon Mlle mattef keffatfo $.49o; property lying in the are stilt Ica:thing -around for rod
body
that
Mr. Smith holds on certain local to accept and maintain the thorJust as soon as the council and
'Ver section of the county. places arid* exPect to Make some dethat his been considered by the
property, and which mortgage has oughfare as a public passageway •aldermen
award the contract, work
,
was filed for ,record with cision in this respect within the next
•
dermen. After the council directs the
been paid in full.
until more grvel is spread.
of construCting the addition'. will be committee tss look into the question' trail'.
clerk yesterday,
day or two.
Administrator.
City Engineer Washington was started, it being the desire to get
the county was bought
the fatter will set a date for thc tnee.$) Laitithe
Clarence M. Hawkins qualified -as empowered to 'proceed with
the it done by the last of May or some- ing so they can decidt what 'has, to, by Jermette Younk , from Eddie AlGuardian ,Quelified.
Administrator of the estate of Dora
time in June, so the engine can be be done towards putting the place inilen Leigh for $t and otter Consi4equalified as
Champion
Nettie
Wesson.
(Continuea on Page Eight.)
sent up there.
!rations.
.
first class condition.
guardian for Alfred M. Dwons.
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man of that kind,- in an "ad" has
the slightest belief.
For the man of the east„ and the
man of the west, with a smile and a
Some Reminescences of
face all aglow, is the man who has
Susan B. Anthony. had by, the aid of an "ad" a trade
that has brought in the dough.—InEXTRA SESSION COST STATE
diana Retail Merchant
ABOUT $15,00e.
.."Truly her works live after her."
IN MEMORIAM.

NEW TAX BILL
••••=•••••10
•1M•••••
gum.

that while slightly wider the influence
of good Bourbon, he had attempted
to stop a locomotive. The claims'
attorney braced himself for a struggle
with a thousand dollar claim at the
very lowest.
"What can I do for you, my good
man," he said, "you look as If you
hakl had something of an accident?"
"Begora, that's nothing, I have
had worse.
But the locomotive
smashed my now derby and I've got
to have a new hat."
Needless' to say, the agent promply forked over a five-dollar bill for
the desired article and took a receipt in full.

Miss Susan B. Anthem ywas born
When you buy "Old Terrell" whisa; Adams, Mass., February 20, 1820, key you get whiskey that is made in
the daughter of Daniel and Lucy an actuil distillery and the hops,
Tax of $rso,000 Annually Laid on Read Anthony. When a child she malt, rye and corn used in its disattended a private school taught by tillation is the very highest grade
About 12,000,000 Wine
her father for the benefit of his own and the spring water used is as clear
Gallons.
and his neighbor's children. Later, as a crystal and absolutely pure
she gradaated at .the Friend's which is an important item its perfect
boarding school in West Philadel- distillation. A visit to the distillery
Masson Defeated.
phia. She began teaching at fifteen will convince you of the above facts.
years. She then gave For sale one quart up, at 417 JefferHoppe, the boy wonder of the cue,
Frankfort, Ky., March 27.—Under and taught is
and became son street, city retail department. by the score of soo to 392, wins out
room
school
the
up
genof
the
the provisions of the act
active in the anti-slavery agitation Distillery north end of ioth street. and retains the championship of the
eral asse.ably, passed in extra sesand
the unjust laws then existing $2.00, $2.5o and $3.00 per gallon. One world at the 18 inch balk line game
sion today placing a tax of one and
At that time a woman quart up.
women.
for
of billiards. The •great audience was
one-fourth cents per gallon on rectimarrecognition
and
no
legal
had
disappointed throughout the game
fied liquor manufaupred in the state
were not allowed the
women
for
ried
no very high runs were made
of
purpose
for
the
or shipped into it
Ms Not Meself But We Hat Sor and there were times when the game
of
nor
their
property
custody
of
branding with the name of the state,
was monotonous. The box office retheir own children.
I'm Naadin.
it is estimated that the state will
ElizaAnthony
and
1869
Miss
ceipts
were very large.
In
annually collect in the neighborhood
An Irishman presented himself the
organized
the
Stanton
Cady
beth
of $iso,000. The report of the outday at the local claims office of
national woman suffrage association other
Thomas W. Lawson has more than
put for last year was ten million five
one
the railroads.
He wailer.]
of
presiproof gallons, of which she was the honored
hundred thousand
with a crutch, one arm was in a sling. a hundred 'horses at his Dreasnworld
dent until she reached the eightiesh
which, according to Mr. P. L. AthHis head was bandaged. He was a farm ready for the circuit of sumsner
year. She took an active part in sight for Gods and men. It seems horse shows.
crton, of Louisville, is about twelve
different state campaigns for a
million w'ne gallons, upon which the eight
constitutional amendment granting
of
the
session
The
extra
laid.
tax is
elective franchise to women, and
general assembly cost the state the
been granted a hearing on the
has
about $15,000.
subject by nearly every congress
By the terms of the act every since 1869.
In connection with her work she
company, association, corporation or
individual engaged in the business of published a paper called "lkvolurectifying, blending or , adulterating tion," devoted exclusively to the
distilled spirits must, on June 30 agitation of better legislation for wo
next Of ten days thereafter, and at men. 'Although most ably conthe end of each six months there- ducted the enterprise failed for want
Trp Against It..
after, report under oath to the state of proper financial support.
Close inspect:am
Richard—I
envy dm
Nagged
wine
gallons
At
this
time
to
be
considered
a
auditor the number of
:
g1
4 "Billings' wife must be very neat
has more money dan dey know
wot
made during the sir months then "strong minded woman" was almost
sighted."
ter do wid. Don't youae, Tim?
ended, and such other information as great a reproach as to be con"What makes you think so?"
Thirsty Timothy—Nay, I wu: wunst
as the auditor may require, and at sidered immoral and Miss Anthony in date coadishun meself.
"Didn't you see her looking at hie
the same time pay into the 'treasury was the target for all the slurs and
Ragged Richard—Quit yer kiddin'. coat!"
'That's good. She was looking for a
the amount of taxes due at the rate jeers hurled at those who were
Thirsty Timothy—It's er fact. A
of i
cents per gallon.
strong enotigti of mind to assert bloke gimme a quarter in a tAunperanoi stray hair that wasn't hers."—Cleveland
Plain Dealer.
Authority to continue in the busi- that woman had an individuality of town.—Chicago News.
ness is conditioned upon the making her own. This was largely due to
Easier Handled.
Bill Uncollects.ble,
of such report and the payment of the fact that of the coterie of early
Jim—If there's one thing I dislike
Dr. Oorem—Oh, yes, my boy, I have
the taxes imposed upon the act. poneers in this work, among whom fought for my country.
more than another its •shallow man
Failure to comply with the provis- were the dear old quakeress, Mrs.
Sam—Yes; but there's one thing in
Boy—Weren't you scared, pa?
ions of the act is denounced in the Lucretia Mott, sweet voiced Lucy
Dr. Gorem—Scared' I guess you his favor.
act as a misdemeanor and a fine of Stone, the eloquent Mary A. Liver- wouldn't have thought so if you had
"I'd like to know what it is."
not less than $50 nor more than more, and the talented Elizabeth seen me charge the enemy.
"He doesn't require so much watch
Boy—You charged 'em all right, I lug as a deep one."—Tit-Bits.
$foo for each day of such.foilure is Cady Stanton, with Anthony, all
to be imposed by indictment in the were women of marioed ability and bet, but you couldn't make 'em pay,
Noticed Them.
Franklin circuit court, which carries all with the 'exception of Miss An- could you?—Tit-Bits.
"Your first trip to the seashore, was
with it forfeiture of Tight to do thony, were women of charming
it not?"
The Old Motto.
business in the state. Violation of manners and attractive personality.
"Yes, my first trip."
'Me dying editor, before
the provision of the act against ship- God had created Miss Anthony with
11. passed away.
"Of course, you noticed the immense
Gave orders for this epitaph—
ping goods from other states into a plain face, a large bony frame and
swells!"
"We're Here to Stay."
Kentucky for purpose of branding is angular in movement and gesture.
"Sure! I got engaged to two of them."
—Cleveland Leader.
•
punishable by fine of not less than Besides, she had great plainness of
—Houston Poet.
DT TEE SOCIAL WORED.
$500 nor mote than $1,000 for each speech. She called a spade, "a
Water to tha River.
shipment.
spade." If a man was a brute in
The Moralist—The busy bee improves
his family she gave him that title,
each shining hour.
for her soul was the personification
The Plain Citizen—As though &shinof truth itself.
lag hour wasn't good enough for any
When her revolution failed with
one; you never can make some follui
liabilities of $1o.00o which the courts
leave well enough alone.—N. Y. Sun.
could never have collected, with her
All at the Wariest Pries.
high sense of honor, she made ar"Baron, what did you give your boys
rangements for a lecturing tour and
for birthday presents?"
at the end of two years had the sat"Soldiers."
isfaction of paying one hundred
"And yoar daughter?"
1 bought her one too; a lieutenMISS INA MAE HARRINGTON cents on every dollar involved in
the failure. This act of business inant."—Fliegende Blaetter.
PASSED AWAY YEStegrity secured for her the respectAbsolutely Effective.
ful consideration from the public so
TERDAY.
Jack Yoneghusband—I'm only going
long due but so long withheld.
down to the club, dear, so don't wait up
Miss Anthony believed that the
for me if I'm late!
fourteenth amendment gave to woThe Little Wife (sweetly)—No,
man the right of suffrage, and to
darling, I'l. tome and fetch you!—TitThe Late Mr. Thomas McConnell of make a test case, voted in Rochester,
Bits.
N. Y., in the presidential election in
Arlington, Ky., Was Related
1872. She was arrested, as she exA Safer Place.
to Many Paducahans.
"Doesn't it make you nervous to be
pected to be, and at her trial in the
In the road when an automobile (omes
United States court, took the stand
Wald—Why didn't you speak to yew along at breakneck speed?"
in her own defense, when she made
when she came in to see yout
oe"
the suburban
"Yes." answered
such a remarkable plea, displaying (mamma
Dorothy—Oh, that lady? Why, we dweller. "But I'd rather be in the
Yesterday morning at H o'clock such acquaintance with legal pro- hadn't
introduced—Chicago road than In the machine."
been
there died Miss Ina Mlle Harrington, ceedings and exhaustive knowledge of Daily News.
of 1036 Monroe street, after a linger- juris prudence that she was accreditBack to Perth.
Time-Worn.
ing. illness with throat trouble that ed by the press as the peer of the
He—Good-by forever! I leave you
"Tye PIM their boasied heirlooms,
has ailed her for the past two years, ablest counsel engaged in the trial.
now, never to return.
And I declare to you,"
but who has been confined for only
She—Well, for goodness' sake. reAt the last national woman suffSaid Mrs. Kash, "they haaa t
member that it's cheaper to telephone
the past few months.
A single one thal':, new!"
rage convention held in Baltimore
—Philadelphia.: ?Tr.
than to send a messenger—Lit..
The young lady was a very sweet last February 7-14 Miss Anthony
and lavable girl with many frienels made her last public appearance. In
who warmly cherish her memory, and the closing address the speaker turn'who deeply deplore her life being cut ed to her and said in a most
impresshort in its youth. She was seven- sive
manner: "To most women it
teen years of age and born in Scranis given to have returned to them
ton. Pa., but came to thia city four
in
double measure, the love of the
years ago with her parents, Mr. and
chilflren
they have matured. To you
E. L. Harrington, *Ole former
being the well known engineer Miss Anthony, belongs by right, as
on Illinois Central railroad. She is to no other woman in the world's
history. thP love -and -gratitude of- all
rtre--atrty-rhtkt-xfkrtIle symnariv
women in every country, of the civall an out to the bereaved family.
ilized
globe. We, your daughters ;n
This morning at io o'clock the
funeral services will be conducted at the spirit, rise up and call you
the residence by Rev. George Hill, blessed."
What finer tribute can a woman
who is temporarily filling the First
Baptist church pulpit.
Interment receive at the close of life?
follows at Oak Grove cemetery.
XX

count up fast when you
spend. They count up the
same way when you save.
Interest compounded at 4
per cent. will help you.
("PEN AN ACCOUNT TODAY ,
and see how fast your money
grows. $1.00 will start an account

Mechanic's and Farmers
Sayings lank,
227 BROADWAY.

INUIT WITH
THE HUMORISTS I

Fir simpelass
‘Watch Work
BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Ressoneble.

PADUCAH, KY.
4110

tis, COO LSON,

MING.
P
Steam and hot Water Heating.
529 Broadway.

Mole 133.

BEAUTIFUL
LIFE CLOSED

•••••••11il.

4•1111..

J. W. HUGHES

GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Frater*Vpuildin

a!•fts.

-CO.

Office Phone,484-A
Residence Phone, 323

•

THE MAN WITH THE AD.

Related to Paducahans.
MT. Thomas
McConnell, the
Arlington, Ky., merchant who died a
few days ago of pneumonia at his
home in that city, was a half brother
of Mr. John Hall of Paducah and
Mir. W. K. Hall of Fulton, while a
full brother was Captain .James McConnell a farmer of near Columbus,
Ky. The deceased was a cousin of
Mrs. Akx MKune, MTS, Alex McConnell, Mrs. Joseph Fetter and Miss
le McConnell, all lpf this city.

It

Sho

do

thing

in

de

Abram L. Well & Co

tur Handsome Springfabrics

Accident, Life, LiabititY, Stealth Boiler-

ARE NOW ON DigitAY

Campbell Block,

Dough.

There's the man with the pick and
the man with the hoe and the man
with the horny spade, but the man
with the "ad," is the man ever glad
for he collars his share of the
trade.
There's the man with the hat and
the man with the shoe, and the man
with the automobile: bat _who'er,
MA'S. J. C. Martin has - returned east or west, in an "ad" will inyest,
from a several weeks visit to Lotiis- is the man at the top of the deal.
There's the man with the frown
atille and Indianapolis.
and the man with the sigh, and the
Mr. VV1 C. Scofield' left last night man with the perpetual grief; but
for Chicago on badness.
just make up your mind that no

'PADUCAH.
TELEPHONES 1,42 3

FIRE INSURANCE

Office Phone 369.
THE CHOICEST
AND IN OUR LINE YOU WILL rum
STYLES FOR SMART TAI LORING THE MARKETS AFFORD. THE PATH OF T Hit GOOD DREBaRR IS BOTH
BABY AND ECONOMICAL IP HE COMES HERB FOR HIS
WE
GARMENT
CLOTHE.. WE STAND FOR 'EVERY
TURN OUT.

Dicke & Black,
516 _Broadway=

'MERCHANT TAILORS.

-

-

Residence Phone 736

Paducah Transfer Company.:
ClettiOrvorassaa

General Cartage Business,
Superlor:Facilitiesifor
Office
Handling Freight, Machinery
2nd and:Monroe'4
And:Householdfitloods.
BothrPhonealti

P.D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.

be under Marquis of Queensberry
rules, and it is practically a safe bet
that the big Kentuckian will come
home with the coon skins.

I Sporthrat News I
aseballIl Dope

Nelson on Way to Los Angeles.
Battling Nelson, accompanied by
his manager, Billy Nolan; his father
and brother, Johnny Nelson; Eddie
Kelly and Kid Abell, the Battler's
sparring partners, is on his way ta
Los Angeles to meet Aurelia Herrera on May 12 for a $2o,000 purse.
En route Nelson will stop at New
Orleans for three days. After that
he will go by easy stages to California.

!

interesting Base Ball Data Compile- men probably will beep ongoing up.
But, the same thing is often true of
ed by Farnbaker of the
/
even independent teams. There deCairo Bulletin.
velops one fellow who has the class
11.--sa.„,4ohn Hatfield's threw of 133 yards, and perhaps jumps right into fast
foot, VA inches, made at the company. iBut wherethere are two
l'uion grounds. Brooklyn, in a or three who do this there are
throwing tournament October 15, many more who can't make good.
1872, has never been officially equal- Some of these menare now playing
ed. The ball was .thniwn aoross the their second and third seasons in
wind and the distance properly meas- the Kitty league. If they had the
Aired with a steel tape.
class they would never stay in the
l',:ttsburg 'National League
more iisen two seasons.
dub has the record for most defeats We may not be at the top when the
in one season, losing 114 games in season closes, but we expect to
make all the boy wonders play ball
1890.
The largest score on record was all the time to win games from us.
made at Buffalo in the '6o's—Niagara
209; Columbia, to.
Good Mime For a Kicker.
The longest game on record was
The Evansville Courier has this to
played at Devil's Lake, N. D., July
di, 189i, when Grand Forks and say of the descendant of the famous
Fargo played twenty-five innings iow:
without a run.
George O'Leary who once drew a
In 1875 Boston won every game few meals from the Evansville club
/
played on the home grounds.
during the spring tryouts and later
In z869` the, Cincinnati Reds/trav- played with Vincennes in the Kitty
eled from Maine to 'Frisco, /Playing league has signed with Springfield.
all comers without losing a single
game.
The first regular game of baseball "AB Things Come
To Him Who Waits."
ever played was June ;a, 184 at the
Elysian fields, Hoboken. N.J.—KnicThe Cincinnati Enquirer says of
kerbilickers vs. Nevi York City.
this ex-waiter: "Does it pay to
Jim Tying, a Flervard student, was follow baseball, was illustrated by
the first Player to use a catcher's the record of Catcher Grover Land
mask in ahie.
of the Toledo team. Three years
The Ion st run of defeats was ago Land was pushing dishes back
sustained / by Louisville in 18911,
to the pantry of the Delicatessen on
when they lost twenty-six straight Vine street to be washed and now
games.
he is drawing a fat salary playing
Paul Hines in 1878, Harry O'Ha- ball, and if his wonderful throwing
gap in 1902 and Larry Schlalley in arm holds out be will in a few years
s completed the only single-han- double his income."
ed triple plays ever made.
The bunt was first practiced in
What's The Use Playing?
18131I.
The
baseball pencil pusher of the
The sacrifice hit was suggested by
Cairo
has settled the series
Citizen
year.
following
the
the bunt
The hit and run was first prac- for 1906 in his mind—if he has any
ticed about 189o.
—but he will please remember that
The double steal, with first- and a tail holt is a mighty good one.
third bases occupied, came into
"This year the fight will be between
prominence in 1892.
The short throw to second was Cairo and Vincennes, Mattoon, Danville and Jacksonville for first place.
• discovered the following year as a
means of stopping the double steal. Paducah will have a hard time at
the tad end."
Now isn't that enough to make a
Interest in the Great American Game
on the Increase—Season Boon
patron go wild on red soda and a
Begins—K. I. T. News
player go wa yback to his dressing
and Gossip.
room? But cheer apt Memphis did
Manager Wortham has ten pitch- not sink and latter day prophets
ers to select from, and out of this are generally off their base and have
bunch he hopes to get a staff of bats in their belfry. The following
twirlers that will land Danville in however, from the same source, is
the first &vision. He has offered
encouraging.
%Varner, the D H. S. coach and former twirler in the Wisconsin league, From present indications baseball
be
better
patronized
on
a good salary, but the blonde-haired will
this
circuit
this
year
than
youngster is backward about signing
a contract. Warner was offered a ever before. The new towns charberth on the Cincinnati National tered into the Kitty are good business cities and are very anxious to
league team this season
The local manager is paying no make good in this company. The
attention to the abuse that is being 'Kitty made a reputation for fast
heaped upon him by the sporting !ball last srason, having played as
writer for the Cairo Bulletin. Mr. many if not more extra inning
Wortham is not only a baseball !games than any league in the counplayer, but a gentleman, and the in- Il try, from is to 20 per cent. of the
sults that have been hurled at him games being beyond the regulation
by "Pa" Farnbaker roll off him like nine innings. This year every score
book in the league will be enlarged
•
water from a duck's back
Several of the Danville players to make room for such an emerge
are expected to arrive in the city ency.'
ek
today, and on Monday morning the
At Danville.
eecruits will be taken out to the
Manager Wortham has just added
park by Manager Wortham and given their first workout. Owing to to his list of Danville ball tossers
the present cold weather some of Hannigan of Louisville. McDonald of
Springfield. O., and an outfielder
the players will not report until the
named Lacey. The . stockholders of
latter part of the week, but enough
the. club held an important meeting
will be here to make up a team for in the
parlors of the Actua Tuesday
the Chicago National-Danville exhi- night to transact business and outbition game, which will be played line plans for tit. season.
on the afternoon of April 1st.
President Gosnell will in a few
, days fire a grounder at all K. I. T.
A Good Suggestion.
I managers in the shape of a circular
The Cairo Citizen wants President letter. Needless to say it will conGosnell to see to it that the official tain a lot of fatherly advice.
standing of each individual player
will be kept according to the league
Ignorance Is Illiss,Etc.
/ rides and that when the time comes
The following concerning the K. I.
necessary that such standing may T. prophets is from the Mattoon
he had for publication and reference
Journal.
it may be in prOper shape for use.
The sporting writers in the three
'The Kitty is now of sufficient imtowns are not well posted connew
portance in the world of sport that
cerning the prowess of the Kitty
such publication and reference will
leaguers of last year and conic:is
be looked for by the major and themselves as somewhat at a loss in
minor league officials over the coun- figuring out the league finish.
It
try and it is only fair to the players might also be argued that the Cairo,
that their batting and fielding aver- Vincennes and Paducah writers do
ages should be in such shape that not know anything about the men
• -they may be had at the proper time. signed up here, but that does not
keep them from making predictions
.A Trill From the Mattoon JournalGazette Canary Bird.
Battles Ahead for the Big Kens,
ICentuckien.
one thing the Cairn, Paducah and
Marvin Hart expects to leave soon
Vincennes people can rest assured of for Bostin for a series of'battles in
and that is that they won't have any Billy Pierce's Lincoln Atheletic Club'
walkaway,' with the three northern af Chelsea. It has not been decided
towns. We make allowances for the who Hart's first opponent will be
dope they give as to the ability of George Gardner, Sandy Ferguson,
the players that they have signed. If Gus ,Ruhlin and Tomcpy Burns are
they were as good as they are said in order, but Rithlin, it is underto be they certainly would not be stood, has. retired.
playing baseball in the. Kitty league.
Manager Pierce Is in communicaminor
league. tion with Hart, and definite arrangeany other
or
It is true that every year a few men ments will be made within a few
like Lomen and Bittroff who went days..
to Decatur, are developed. These
The next time Hart starts it will

Hart Will Make Good, All Right
The following is from Chivago:
Tommy Ryan has returnee from
his disastrous western trip with
11.1c., and the burden of his
song is that Hart was whipped by
Burns fairly and squarely and would
fare just the same were the two men
to sleet a second time. Ryan says:
"Hart was simply
outclassed.
Burns was cool, used his head and
outroughed Hart and made him hold
up his hands to show he wanted the
clinch to end. I think he can beat
Hart again. He is willing to fight
him, any time or place. That just
shows you how Hart looked and
what a bad fight he put up."
All of which may be true, but
Hart, before he went under Ryan's
management, had whipped two or
three fighters who classed higher
than ever did Tommy Burns, up to
the time he fought Hart, at any rate.
Jack Root is one of them. Hart may
be heard from yet.
Attell Wants to

Fight

McGovern.

Abe Attell, featherweight champion, wants to fight Terry McGovern any number of rounds and at
any weight Terry may stipulate within reason. Attell, since Terry's
showing with Nelson, has plucked
up courage. He is clever, but that
lets him out. He is not a puncher
like McGovern.

The Professor.
The professor, who has a large lawn
was making his regular daily attempt
to keep it clear of the autumn leaves
contributed by his neighbors' trees.
"'There's a good deal of rakeoff in this
business," he said, stopping a moment
to rest, "but not a cent of graft."—Chl•
sago Tribune.

AGRICULTURE IN CHi
Landowner of That Country Estee*
Installation of American
Method*.
"The government of Chili maintains
several agricultural stations in which
the French asethol of farming is taught
by instructors from that country," said
Bereor_Joee M. Castro, a Chilean landowner, "but a reorganisation of this
branch of education will take place in
the near future, ad I feel confident
that Americas methods and American
teachers will be installed. Your system is Par superior to the one in vogue
In Frasco and is better adapted to the
needs of Chili, because in our country
farming and stock raising is conducted
upon a large scale, while the area of
ground at the disposal of the French
farmer is limited by the density of
population. Our farms are like your
western ranches.
"We want to expand our agricultural
resources and conduct our farms on a
still larger scale than we are doing at
present. 10specially do we want to use
more of the excellent farming machinery that is manufactured in the
United States."
AMOMG TOBACCO PLANTS.
Farmers of the "Weed" Determine
Which Is the Fittest to
Survive.
Visitors to the tobacco country last
summer were often surprised to tote
In the fields that the long stems of the
seed plants—those whose heads had net
been lopped off earlier in the season to
allow the full strength of the plant to
go to the leaves—were covered with
caps which on examination proved to
be ordinary manila paper bags tied
tightly aff41114- She scarlet-and whits
flowers of the plant.
Inquiry disclosed, states the World
To-Day, that the practice hes grown
out of experiments lately conducted in
the region by Prof. A. D. Shame!, of
the bureau of plant industry of the
United States department of agriculture. The farmer has determined what
type of tobacco plant is fittest to survive, and be is helping along the survival. Inclosed in a paper sack each
flower is obliged to reproduce itself
without interference from outside. The
paper bags are used, of °nurse, to eertillsation instead of crossfertilisation.
- **idly Dheeived.
"A /*Poeta` for the Btigle, 112114111,
wants a description of your gawk
ma'am."
'is It the *misty editrem?"
"No, ma'am; It's a man."
"Send him right in, Marie. Hell
think it's new." — Cleveland Plain
Dealer.
Knew What Was Coming.
use at Telephone —Let me have
tthe B144.00.,Eassee.
Operator—Certainly. But you know
ire don't allow any swearlag over our
Uses—Chicago Journal.
.
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AN EXPERIMENT
IN TELEPATHY.
"Philadelphia may be a slow burg,
but it's $20 faster than I am," sighed
one of the chair holders of an uppez
Broadway hotel. "The worst part of it
all is that the man who turned the
trick on me was an old friend."
The speaker took a deep puff on a
cigar of the sort that is usually named
after a man that is dead.
"I dropped in on my friend just for
the sake of old times. Casey little
joint he had. Two rooms, faro layout,
sideboard, wheel, folding bed and telephone.
"He seemed tickled to death to see
me. Wanted to know all atout little
old New York. Whether the pavement
was down on Forty-second street yet,
where the dead line was now and
whether it sagged as much as it used
to. Then we gradually switched the
talk over to the theaters.
"'That reminds me,' he said suddenly. 'I know a young fellow right here
In this town that's got every vaudeville artist on the boards to-day shooed
to the Hies. He does mind reading that
would make Heller look like a mental
illiterate. Fact is, bs's a SOCL of
nephew of Heller's, °Om* to think of
It. But you don't behove it? Wait
till I show you.'
"Be hustled around until he found
a pack of cards.
"'Now, I'll tell you what I'll do„' he
said, spreading the cards out on the
table. 'Yon pick any east YOU Iiht
from the deck and I'll call our friend
up on the phone. If he's there, I'll bet
you $80 even that he can tell you the
lard you picked over Sim 'phase.'
."Well, I Is!ttatI to take money from
insane man like that, but I've alheard tb.at they're apt to get vice$ou don't let them have theta
,colvh Way. So I kling out a twenty and
picked the king of clubs.
"You're on,' I told him soothingly
I think that his 'number is ittlt
Blank,' he said, taking a little notbook
from his pocket. 'Yea, here it is: Mr.
Adams, 206 Blank. Call him up yourself so's there won't be any question
about IL'
"I went to the 'phone and got 304
Blank.
'Mr. Adams there?' I asked.
"'Yes, this is Mr. Adams,' came
back.
"'Well, I took a card from the deck
just now. What was It"
"There was a little pause, and then
'Hello, yea, well, it', the king of clubs.'
"Wouldn't tkit
you?"
The speaker took another long puff
on his cigar as if to make himself forget his other troubles.
"There certainly is something In
this occultism that we can't unders
" commented the man on his
rig
"Yea, there's 220 of mine in it, but I
can understand it, all right enough."
continned the man behind the cigar.
"Let me finish, will you?
"After my friend had pocketed the
$20 he told me how awfully glad he'd
been to see me and to drop in *Bail
soon and he'd try to have Mr. Adams
ap there to meet me.
'1 was still thinking about it on the
street • few minutes later when whe
should I run into but Spider ..Bride
I told Spider where I'd bee,
and' all about Heller's waliderfu.
nephew.
"'You don't say so!' said Spider
'Why, I dropped twenty on that semi
cuss Ain't he a wonder, though? Jen
kine, his name is.'
"'IgloAdana,''llays I.
"'What? Heller's nephew? Jen
his, I tell you. And his telephone
numbers 306 Blank. I don't drop
twenty so often but what I can V.
member the details when I do.'
"'Oh, well, I know his name'X
Adams, but what's the use in fighting
about it? Let's go in here and get a
drink.'
"It was a pretty decent sort of s
joint, and we had two or three drinks
Then Spider recollected that he wanted to telephone to a man named
Smith, who occasionally did odd job,
for him as government assayer,
"Spider went to the 'phone, but just
as he was about to take the receives
off the hook the bell rang Spidet
took the message.
"'What?' he exclaimed thsough the
'phone. He glanced at the 'phone
numter. 'Hanged if it isn't! Yes, this
ls 306 Blank. What do you want"
• 'Say,' he called over to the bartender, 'some one wants to talk to Mr
Jones.'
"I--think..-111s._ Jones_ is .the..---t
-at
diamonds,' he called back to Spider.
'You'll find the list under the 'phone
book.'
"I'd gone over to see what the game
was.
--Spider pulled a long typewritten
list out from under the 'phone book
and glanced at it. Then he handed it
to me, and started talking through the
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PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS
BOTH PHONES
NO. rio

203-205 S. THIRD ST.
PADUCAH, KY

GREAT SALE

WALL PAPER STORE
Movol 115 Prooilway
d
425fil
lf
2.111===.11

TO ADVERTISE OUR NEW PLACE OF BUSINESS I
OFFER
THTS GREAT SALE OF WALLPAPER AT
MANUFACTURER'S
PRICES, THIS SALE BEGINS MARCH 36TH, ENDING
SATURDAY MARCH 31. IT HAS BEEN SAID THAT GREAT OiPPORTUNITIES COME TO EVERYONE, BUT MOST PEOPLE FAIL TO
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THEM. SUCH WALLPAPER OPPORTU
NITIES AS THIS SALE AFFORDS ARE NOT LIKELY TO EXIST
AGAIN FOR MANY HOUSE CLEANING TIMAS. NOW IS THE
TIME TO BUY. SHREWD BUYERS DON'T GIVE OTHER PEOPLE MUCH TIME TO GET AHEADD OF THEM WHEN SUCH
BARGAINS AS THESE ARE OFFERED.
5c PAPER @ al/acts. PER ROLL,
Sc PAPER @ 5cts PER ROLL.
toe PAPER AT 7 cts PER ROLL.
isc PAPER AT sacra PER ROLL.
WE CARRY A LARGE AND COMPLETE LINE OF
PICTURES',
FRAMES, MOULDING AND WINDOW SHADES IN ALL COLORS
AND MADE TO ORDER IN ANY SIZE. WE ALSO CARRY A
LARGE LINE OF ROOFING AND BUILDING PAPER AND CANVAS AND TAX.
PEOPLE OF TASTE ALWAYS COME TO US TO FIND WHAT
THEY WANT. REMEMBER THE DATE AND PLACE,

March 26th to .31st.

t•

ACtitia.

I. 415 hay.
AN INVITATION.
To our friends and patrons:
It is with pleasure we announce
the formal opening of our new stc:
and factory at 12r-123 North Fourth
Street, March 29th, 3oth and pat
We
will
give . an . electrical
r.bow on those dates.. A great many
manufacturers of electrical novelties
will have on display a line of their
specialties.
We will also have in
operation the many new automatic
Machines for manufacturing our novelty specialties. . Our automobile
showroom will also be an attraction.
Thanking our many friends for
past favors, we remain, very truly,
Fcreman Bros. Novelty Co., Inc.
Paducah, Ky.
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MAIM Milt & Co
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MOW any ether manefecturer or dialer in the world.
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house in the world will do. 'You will learn everything and get much valuable information by simply writing us a postal.
We need. IMOINIA Ara,in every -town and can offer an opportunity

to make money to sultab

$8 0PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES°NLY
$4°80
.80

PER PAIR
410 Perri
Prir. $
hitP010/1000
NAILS,TACK;
WO WIII Soil
ett a L A$*
Yea a
WON'T LET
OUT THE AIR
lir
,°Mt
(CA1104 IIHTI4 *MLA ea.sa) NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Result of 15 years experience in tire
making. No danger from THORNS.CACNotice the thick robber tread
TUS. PINS. NAILS? TACKS or GLASS.
"A" and poneturo strips "14"
Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can
and .13," also rim strip "H"
to Preiroat rim cutting. This
be vulcanized like any other tire.
tiro will outlast any other
Two Hundred Tlitesped pain bou In =kW ow Over
aurks-a0Tre ELASTIC and
ZANY RIDING.
Seventrihe Thome pin said kit par.
f•
a made in all sites. ft is lively and easy riding, very durable and lined inside
wiltihair=litarual ty of rubber,which never becomes porous and which closes up amall punctures
without allowing the air to map& e have huodreds of letters from satisfied customers stating
MI y been
opener or twice in•whole season. They weigh no more than
that their mu
Nies being given by several layers of thin. specially
an otMnary the. the puecture
Ilion commonly felt when riding on asphalt
Hack"
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ket tram" tread which prevents all air front being
roads is overawe by the
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us overciening all suction. The regular price of these
the tint
t
_ ,parposee vre are making•speeed factory price to the rider
tires is ps..eo per r, tont for
We ship C.O.D. on approval
ef slab'dt.So per pair. All orders shipped mine day_letter is recody.
aeximoined maLfitend these etrictly as repreeented.
ffinestast. itair=ollig
.
Mut(thereby making the price 1114-Pd per pair) if you seed
w
(171
.1groilliciose thin athrettistraent. We will also send one nickel
clatters on full paid orders(these metal
Plated brass heed pump and tiro grawaw imetiti puncture
geshes). Tires to be retarned
closers to be used in mode tentiostalknife min or heavy
they eyesatisfactory on examination.
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wsieeta eneteles. wreak parte and regales, and
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DO
NOT
THINK Olf BUYING a
write us a postal today.
but
bicycli:rt a pair of thee from solyosite until you know the new nod
offers we me etakiag. Gulp'costs a postal to lessitswalthisd- Write it NOW. 4
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'phone
"That list had the 62 cards of the
deck written out and opposite each one
the mime of some Man. I netted with
ineterest that the king of clubs was Mr.
Adams. Mr. Jenkins, Spider's friend,
was the nine of hearts.
"gpliter Wall still talking through the
'phOlit
""Tiottli whet I -maid,' he was laving. Tee ti*rd the gentleman LOOk was
the four of dpades. No, this isn't Mr.
Jones. It's Mr. McBride, whom you
introduced to Mr. Jenkins the other
day. And I've got a friend here with
me that Is looking for a certain Mr.
Adams with a gun.. Gooll-by.'
-And he hang up OA receiver.
"'Well, anyway,' said Spider, as we
paid our checks, 'we just Made $20 for
some poor sucker that didn't deserve ex
ft,
guess he halal got quite sie good
an opinion of Heiler's nephew as we
•
bad.'"—N. Y. Bea
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occur where bank officers are stocktroupes
the country over. This date
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holders in public
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ondaiayr in that
funds
, and donate some of the bank
/
summer
PUBLISHED BY THE
towards the election of certain men,
theatre will give
mee
ni
ghtly
perform
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO.. :who when they are elected to office, I
ances from then until late is the
fall, always with changes of bill and
(Incorporated)
repay the favor by voting valuable
varied features.
di, sas flroadway. :I grants to the men who furnished
Last Night at The Kentucy.
eter Builng
iht Kg-ni
large
A
audience,
was
out
at
The
'other peoples money to elect them. &MONS WERE
Drink "Old Terrell" the pure "still
INSTITUTED Kentucky last night to witness the
JAMES E. WILHk:LM, President.
Some banks have been known to
performance of the Rodney Stock house" whiskey, for sale in quantities
JOH/I WILHELM, Treasurer.
MARKIE
BY
WORTEN,
Company. The bill offered was the of one quart or more at 417 Jeffer- tl=t2:13========
'ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretar7.1 make loans to public officials with
four . act comedy drama "The Girl son street, city retail department.
.
i little or no security, and to hold th.:.
A LAWYER_
and The Gambler" in which every
Entered at the postoffice of Padu- a
Taso and $3.00 per gallon. One
to
over their heads as a club
member displayed rare ability as an quart up.
tali, Ky., as second-class mail matter.!loan
NEWartist in their respective line of work.
(make them vote for schemes in
inSpecialties
were
are
between
introduced
"benefactors"
One Year
i
which
their
5.(1°
$
Dr. Hicks' office 609 Broadway.
2.50
Friends Trying ter.00 Radon *For each art, and were well received.
Six Months
'Phone 432 . Residence 1627 Broad,
/.25 I terestect We are not telling our
onight the bill offered for the ap- way. Phone
Three Months
OLD1280.
Leonard Beyers—Other Court
.20 readers a fairy tale, but plain cold
pr at of the theatre goers will be
One Week
stand
could
th four act comedy drama "A True
. facts, and if the • public
THE RAM RAMBLED.
Mates.
this paper
K tuckian." The bill is brim full
examiner
Anyone failing ta receive
bank
f
a
elbow
o
the
at
to
matter
regularly should report the
of comedy from start to finish, and And Rubbered to
Good Advantage
111.....11...prmo••••••
when he is inspecting every transthe management guarantees that it
The Register office at once. Tel.and In Dying Butted Into the
be
would
they
banks,
the
action
.of
as
Paducah
in
has never been put on
phone Cumberland
Rubber Trust.
Recollections of the pitched battle will be seen tonight. Specialties will
convinced of it. They would underact
by
between
each
between
John
Tice,be
introduced
colored, and an
A dispatch from Washington says
stand many transactions much betangry lob of citizens and officers McVay and Seal5right, Williams and that a $soo Shropshire ram
almost
In
died out
examiner.
the
ter than
Christmas day at Eleventh and Mayer, and Miss Vane Calvert in in Colorado, and its death seems to
deit
wrecking,
bank
every case of
Broadway, are revived by the suits Parodies.
have opened a way to breaking thei
velopes that the officers responsible filed yesterday in the United States
Rubber Ttrust.
There is no better known farceur
In its stomach was found a reThursday Morning, March 2g, 19°6 for the ruin were men who were cella here by Minnie Tice, widow of
upon the American stage than Fritz markable accumulation of a certain
the
•elead
negro.
The
actioaa,wer
,
e
outside
engaged in speoitting in
accor- kind of weed that
fifiled by one Mackie Worten, a Williams who will 'certainty be
the common or
Tillman After the Bankers.
schemes, and who loaned himself lawyer of here. The
warm welcome by his many PA- garden sheep had been eating with
ded
a
widow
sues
According to the remarks of and associates the banks money Officer
admirers upon his advent at much difficulty, but which seemingly
Aaron Hurley, and The Title ducah
Kentucky
on Monday of next had been too much for the imported
Tuesthe
senate
the
in
Senator tIllinan
without protecting the bank from Guaranty and Trust company who week in Leo Ditrichstein's laughing
ram. Investigation showed that in
that
doubt
are on his hood, for fas,000, while
day there can be no
'loss. When the wreck comes, these
success, "Before and After." It has various stages of indigestion it had
the
the
woman
files
a
$5,000 suit against been declared of this facile and polofficeir of national banks violate
filled the skeep's stomach, and in the
linen either commit suicide or land the city of - Paducah
for false im- ished young actor, indeed, that he last state
contribute any of the
it looked like rubber.
law
in a felons cell. Yet, there are prisonment.
was "born for farce." It would be Analysis showed that it was crude
bank's funds to political campaigns. others smart enough to work the
It will be well remembered that hard for him to enumerate all the
rubber.
Mr. Tillman referred to his reso- trick and bridge over, but in time Tice was watchman of the I. C. characters he has played in this
Sixteen tons of the curious weed
lution concerning the contributions they too find themselves called to automatic gates at the Eleventh and merry style of entertainment. Mr. were gathered, and being boiled down
of national banks to campaign com- account, and from their high posi- Broadway crossing. Christmas day Williams' career covers a brilliant and subjected to processes approxihe shot from his tower at Campbell scope. Hie has enjoyed a Broadway mately as nearly as possible to that
mittees, and made it the basis for
tion of "able financers and progres- Jarvis. white, and then while officers faint for the past 16 or 18 years. He of digestion in a sheep's insides turna reference to the differences be- sive men" they drop to where they were trying to arrest and bring him was the "jeune premier" of the fam- ed out some
hundreda of pounds of
tween District Attorney Jerome and belong, ..utterly ..discredited ..and from the tower, he shot Patrolman ous Lyceum Theatre Stock Company good rubber.
metropolis
This week a man came to WashJudge O'Sullivan as to the applica- humiliated. The majority of the James Clark, who is yet laid up during its day in the
triumphs. ington with
its
all
in
appeared
and
with
his
wounds. Many shots were
selections of garden
bility of existing law to the liabilbanks of the country are in the fired into the tower by the cordon Among other notable roles he origi- hose, rubber shoes, rubber heels,
ity of insurance companies for the
"The
in
hands of honest men and ably con- of officers hurried to the scene. Tice nated the light comedy leads
rubber balls, packing* for steam endoubt
Whatever
same offense.
Wife," "The Charity Ball," "Mien and, gines, &c., all made by the rubber
their
was
in'
dollar
shot,
but
before
dying
the
every
next
ducted, and
"One of Our Girls."1 boiled out of this weed lit showed
1
might exist as to insurance comday at the hospital, said he shot Women" and
care is as safe as sate can be; every
Boucicault specially engaged them, together with samples of rubDion
himself,
said,
be
none
to
keep
could,
he
from
being lynched.
panies, there
him to create the part of the attractrust is faithfully carried out and His wife now sues Officer
Hurley on tive youngster in his play of "The ber weed. on a king table in the
as to national banks. These, he beHouse corridor.
they, are honored and respected. But the charge that this patrolman's
Jilt."
lieved, const.tute malfeasance , in
Members and etriators gathered
there are some that it will not do bullet caused the husband's death.
about
and heard with the greatest inoffice and call for punishment under
to trust. They are dangerous men .The day of the incident the wife Adelaide Thurston in "The Triumph terest the tale of the ram that had
the law. He knew of one case :n
rushed
over
to
the
tower
and
was
of Betty."
and liable to wreck the institution.
died in an elastic cause. There was
arrested by the police who locked
which $17,000 had been contributed
really important feature no doubt about the rubber. It was
one
The
close
keep
orities
a
For while the
her
on
up, but she was afterwards re- of next week at the Kentucky
to the Republican campaign fund
watch on thin , isary, has shown leased. For this pmprisonment she Tuesday night is the appearance of as good Para rubber as ever a naked
heathen Waged out of the wilds of
ID 1896, and he had reason to bethat even experts can be fooled, and gets Worten to sue the city for that dainty conwriedienne, Adelaide the upper Amazon and traded for
lieve that no less than $1,000,000 hal
play, "The
it is reasonable to suppose that all $5.000 damages claiming it was Thurston in her new
jumping jacks, gilded ornament, and
Accounts of alias
been so given by the national banks
Betty."
illegal
of
Triumph
glass beads.
of the rascals have not been caught
Thurston's presentation of this year
Preparing for Court.
that year. He also spoke of Judge
Accordingly, a monument was then
Hence people must profit by the
agree that she has a finer play than placed over the ram's grave, and a
Humphrey's recent decision in the
Commonwealth's
Attorney
Jr:4v
any she has ever been seen in before, conmany of Michigan men SW
experience of others, and when they
,inLovett is here' from Benapn
beef packers' case and declared that
•
and
is enjoyed as much for its purity corporattd to make the rubber. They
he
that
pace
a
going
see anyone
ing
for
the
criminal
term
the tendency was to punish a man
for its comedy, which at times, took up the matter of getting land,
as
cannot afford, common sense would cuit court whick begins next Mon- comes near being delicious.
of straw, the corporations, without
and the secretary of Agriculture recteach that a screw is loose some- day for a three weeks session.
ommended that 5,5oo acres be turned
paying attention to the individuals.
Wallerstein's Piece.
where, and to steer clear of them.
over to the concern for use in dePardon Wanted.
He declared that we were "too induring the perform- veloping the plant and opening an
evening
This
The fight that Tillman is making
Lawyer Ueorge
ifiugUlu ea
fernally anxious" about this artificial
ance at The Kentucky members of experimental manufacturing business.
is on the right line, and bank ex- colating a petition that is receiving The Rodney Stock company will
man; he wanted the beneficiary
The man with the garden hose and
aminers should have special instruc- many signers, and which will be sing the most recent compositioa of things was their gout. The bill has
loaked after. No doubt, he said, the
to ferret out and report all presented Governor Beckham, ask- Mr. Herbert Wallerstein, the talent- already been reported out of comlaw was correctly interpreted, but tions
ing that Leonard Beyers be par- ed Paddcah composer. "Mister Sun" mittee and without doubt will pass.
cases they may find where bank
that was the trouble—he wanted the
doned from the Eddville penitentiary companion rpiece ,tr. his "Iktisfe
The company will proceed at once
officers are using bank funds for any where last December he was sent
law reformer.
Moon" which has made such a in operation with the department of
the ordinary for a year, because he stole I strong hit over the country.
purpose other than
her- agriculture to develop the plant.
Minch has been said by the "press
expenses of conducting in business bicycle from Henry Bougeno who ever rendered
The members of Horticultural experts will be assignand the people about Mr. Tillman's
ed to develop its rubber producing
of the bank. Congress might go a had left it standing out in front of the company will handle the song.
vigor in debate, but asOe from a
qualities and a factory will be then
the
First
National
bank
at
Third
and
havgo,
they
when
out of this city
step further and adopt the idea sug- &roadway.
few rank instanc
Beyers had the wheel ing arranged with Mr. Wallerstein built.
- es, Tillman has algested by The Register sometime re-painted at Walter Wilkins bicycle
ways fought for the people and
to furnish them an unusually large
Don't buy poisonous immttation
ago, and that is to require all shop on South Th:rd street where number of copies.
stood ever ready to raise his voice
whiskey
that is made in store rooms.
he
was
caught
with it. The conbank officers to devote their entire
against the enemies of the republic.
Pure whiskey can only be made in
vict
worked
for
Al
Atkinson,
the
Theatre.
Park
Wallace
time to the banking business or to
a distillery. Buy "Old Terrell" the
We heard him make a speech at the
timber man, two tniles from the city,
Mr. Wiinam Malone, manager of -pure "still house" article, made in a
make way for men who will do so; on the Cairo
road.
Duiguicl
will
Mr.
St. Louis democratic national conthe Wallace park Casino yesterday home distillery, at $2.00, $2.50 and
or at least to prohibit bank officers get soo signers to the petition. and
said they had decided on May 14th Ejno per gallon. Quarts and halves
vention on the platform,
,presented
fm taking an active part in the believes the ,governor wile pardon as the time for opening the playby his .committee, and his remarks
in proportion. City retail department
Beyers who is a cripple.
conduct of.any other business.
house, at which date he will have 417 Jefferson street.
were by far, the most conservative
Fighters Arrested.
and logical of any that were made
A Few Plain Triiths.
Deputy Sheriff Clark Fortson yesat that time.
The Frankfort Journal utters a terday morning arrested Wyatt and
,. In Our qpiuion an officer of a few plain truths on the business of James ,Bicey and Harrison Overby,
national ba,nk not only 'violates the rectifying whiskey, and every good out in the Maxon Mill section of the
law when he ustels4ie stockholders citizen will indorse the sentiments county, they being charged with. engaging in a general fight some days
money for politfcaH campaign con- of the Journal which are:
ago. They gave bond tor their aptributions, but fii:tials- no right what- , "The airing that the rectifiers pearance
before Justice
Charles
ever to expend any of that money have gotten on the floors of the two Emory next Saturday, at which time
frir ceiar thasolegitimatc purposes, Houses this session has called such will be given a tr:al,
attemion to their product that the
essential in the conduct of the banks
business of rectifying whisky must
business:* A bank is an institution come info-general disrepute. It has
wherein its customers may deposit been now shown that in many cases
money. and a certain per cent of it is not whisky at all, but a vile
BE WISE AND GET A GOOD
that money, thgether with its capital compound of prime juice, fusil
CLOCK
OR HAVE YOUR PREStobacco embier and other substances
stock and surpIns may be loaned out
ENT ONES PUT IN
FIRSTequally as dangerous.
Fort' our
CLASS ORDER: -WE -DO-?Hit- - -o borrowers 313101-aiii-nle adTii
part we ifi-ouliT 'Hire to see the buil-FINEST KINDS OF
REPAIR.
ful security. This, in brief, covers ness abolished, but as that cannot
CARPENTER /OHN BEVIS PAINWORK ON ALL KINDS OF
the business of a bank, and money be done by the states it should be
CLOCKS AND WATCHES.
FULLY HURT YES-OUR CHARGES ARE ALWAYS
paid out by its officers for purposes so heavily taxed as to make it unprofitable, -instead of being one of
MODERATE.
WE CARRY A
other than 'the ligitimate expense of the most
TERDAY.
profitable of business men
COMPLETE LINE OF BEAUTIconducting the institution, is a viola'- can engage in, selling gold bricks
FUL JEWELRY.
bon of the law, and the government not excepted."
Carpenter John Rev is, who residea
should hold all offenders to strict
on Trimble near Fourteenth street, is
My Position.
account for every dollar wrongfully
suffering from a most painffslly in"Millionaires
who
'laugh
.we
rare."
jured
face, resulting from falling off
expended.
—Andrew Carnegie.
a scaffold yesterday morning while
428 Broadway
The average bank official of today
Now Andrew says that men of working at the new Mrs. john PorPHONE
772-A.
seems to have the idea that the inmeans WC seldom' known to teous' residence on West trinttle St.
Revis works for Contractor William
stitution with which he is ,connected
laugh;
.."11101MMImemommassaasmossmisisnamelliMa
is to he run for the benefit of him- It's hard for them to cachinate when Lockwood, who is constructing the
building and yesterday morning he
self and a select few of associates. • other fellows chaff.
They never double up and yell when fell twenty feet, landing on his face.
Numerous instances
A hole was knocked in his lip large
have
been
at minstrel show
Sold at
proven in the courts, wherein bank At jokes that made the Romans howl enough to run a finger througth, while
Gray's Buffet,
many teeth were knocked' out. He
two thousand years ago.
officials have been guilty of "rake
Palmer House Bar,
will be laid up at home fbr several
offs" on loans to parties of guestionL. A. Lagomarsino,
It does.seem hard to go through life days.
able financial ability.
We have a mighty fine stock of TYPEWRITER PAPER% CARWhere new
without a chance tosroar,
Pictures, Dipletnss, Certificates.
Much Better.
BONS, MANUSCRIPT COVERS. INKS. MUCILAGE. PENS
concerns have selling tip and furn- And all because you've
gathered up
Water and Oil Colors,
The
many
Postman
friends
of
AND
RUBBER
PENCILS,
BANDS.
ERASERS. etc. As usual
ished with a good loan from a bank,
a million bones or more.
Charles Holliday will be pleased to
Mottos and Calandem
our
mighty
price
is
sow,
muck;
lower
than
the
customary
retell
by giving a block of the stock over But still I'm frank to tell you this: learn that he is
Framed right up to date in five minmuch better at his
prices.
Try
us
and
see.
'W
AY
S
'
If I had lots of tin
to the officer or officers authorized
utes time at the
home on Soouth Sixth street with the
I think I could forego the laugh and attack of stomach trouble that has
V, make loans.
Other instances
be content to grin.
Mm for so Jon g.
1 confined
42$ Broadway.
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Back of Ocaly Policy of
THE MUTITAL LIFE
of New York stands
The First America Life I.c., Cropay that
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Order your
EASTER SUITS
from

&Thompson
Tailor

Room 111, Fraternity Bldg.
C. MANNING SEARS, M. D.
Office 1701 Meyers St.
Telephone 377.

Mt FLIES

BALDWIN PIANO

FELL FROM
SCAFFOLD

Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highesi: Excellence....

It Appeals to the Artjstic and Cultured_ class and
is a "Leader".for the dealer.

D. Ii. BALDWIN & CO.

W. T. MILLER,Agent.
520 Broadway,
PADUCAH, KY.

How About Your
Office Supplies?
Harbour's Book Deliartmeni:

J. L. WANNER,
Jeweler

PABST BLUE RIBBON
torrLE BEER

PADIJCAH MUSIC STORE
•

Third between Clark and Adams
streets, by aNialse alarm. Mr. Bear
was burning the insulation off some
wires and this caused a volume of
black smoke in the rear yard. The
clerk at Henry Kamleiter's grocery
on Third and Adams streets thought
the residence was afire and turned
in the alarm, which proved to be
STATE PRESIDENT AUD MADE
DEACONS AND FOUR OTHERS unnecessary.
ENTERTAINING TALK.
RECOMMEND
WILL

MEETING OF
THE DOCTORS

PASTOR FOR
FIRST BAPTIST

NOT YET FIXED

SOMEBODY.

united in marriage at the Julian
hotel. The couple went down there
for a quiet wedding.
The bride is the ,daughter of Mr.
George Broadfoot, the magistrate
who conducts the retail grocery at
Thir.d and Elizabeth streets, and
lives UR the neighborhood.
The groom is the lumber inspector, who until the first of this year
was county coroner, filling out the
un-expired portion of his father's
term.

EDGAR W. WHITT MORE,

After the Gathering at City Hall, the
Returned GREAT DELAYS CONTINUE TO
BE SUFFERED
FROM
From Soathern Indiana Trip—
BROKEN PILING.
Echoes From Pulpit.

Rev. B. W. Baas

Has

Last evening at s1e congregational
meeting of the First Baptist church
there was taken up the question of
calling a pastor to fill the potpie
that was made vacant by Ire death
last week of Rev, Johtsve Cheek at
Waco, Texas, while he wae-sojournThe
health.
ing there for h.
',lTh'i large
church • WU
concourse and On*
p, it was decided
topic being take
by the members present that
board of deacons; tsgk,Asigance of
Messes. Joseph E. "ofter,' 'A. L.
Lassiter, George Anus* and Mr.
Feick, should seleit• front the large
list of ministers, ditpediona• lo be
recommended for the position. This
committee will psnenti4-lisealteme of
whoever they decide upon, and have
the entire congregation to vote
whether or nbt he shall be 'chosen
to fill the paaljtit.,.. No date woo set
for the committee to make a report as they cannot tell how long
it will take to be in position to discharge thair *est that terminates
with choice of some divine.
Until a pastor is secured the pulpit will be temporarily felled by Rev.
George Hill, who helped in the
great revival that has just been
brought to a close at this church.

The passenger trains coming over
from Brookport, Ill., continue to be
,d4tyed on account of the broken piling.at foot of the incline here not having yet been repaired so the transfer
boat can get up to the cradle and
cattnect so as to get the trains off.
The passengers still have to be transfered from the coaches on the bank
to those on the boat and brought
*Cross, then brought up town. The
train due in at 3:35 o'clock yesterday
aftern000n was several hours late.
Other Road News.
Switchman Jerry Arnold has returned from Felton where he has
beep for two weeks, while nursing an
injured hand. He resumes work today.
Dr. J. Q. Taylor, assistant surgeon
at the railroad hospital, will not return from his western tour until the
last of next week. He is now in California.
Fireman T. L Roeder of the I. C.
has gone to Princeton to attend the
funeral of Fireman Hugh Jones who
was killed by falling from his train on
the Evansville division.
Mr. August Badde is in quite a precarious condition with illness.

NEW SWITCH

Physicians EnjoYed Banquet
at Hawkins Cafe.

Henry's
, Headache
Powders

REAL ESTATE AGENCY

'Last evening a large and unusually
PADUCAH REAL ESTAT16. WESTERN /CENTUCKY FARNLir EAR
interesting meeting was held by ,the
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WIMERN
appreciated
keenly
be
Will
MlcCracken County Medical Society
ICENTUOCY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE UST
after a trial by people who sufat the general assembly chamber on
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
fer from headaches—severe or
second floor of the City Hull, where
mild, occasional or chronic.
the professional men remained ,toIt W. WAFTTEMOILL:Paducah,
They never fail to
gether for sever41 hours. There were
present, besides the doctors of this
city, Dr. Z. C. Auds the president of
INSURE WITH----'01
GIVE QUICK
the stale medical society, Drs. KimRELIEF.
brough and Holland of the county,
Easing the pain in a very few
Drs. Stone, Stilley and T.homas of
Benton, and Dv. W. WI Richmond of
Kiftutes.
7
Clinton, Ky. The especial features
were arranged for the visitors who
found themselves warmly received
and entertained.
At the City Hall Dr. Brothers;
011icaV•306 Broadway
Pboses:01lice 385—Residents MIK
the president of th6e local organization presided, and there were about
DRUGGIST
thirty physicians present. State presiGUY NANCE,
FRITZ KETTLER.
M. NANO&
dent Aud made an excellent talk upon
Manager.
A ssistant.
14012011r•
the work at large over Kentucky, toSIXTH AND BROADWAY
getherwith other professional matters
TELEPHONE 63.
bi Intereg. During the session Dr.
Phil Stewart of this city, read a fine
paper on "Some Preventives for VenPRIVATE A MBULANCE
tral Maws.. '10.111P
for Sick and Injured Only.
presistate
the
by
address
the
After
213
SOUTH T HIRD STREET.
phyPaducah
dent and piper by the
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
OLD PHONE 6.
sician, the doctfors all repaired to
NEW PHONE 334.
•
PADUCAH, KY.
Itawkins' Cafe on Broadway, where
DENTIST.
an elegant spread was enjoyed. Dr.
J. G. Brooks officiated as toastmaster
Office over Globe Bank and Trost
while nearly every physician respondd*tful
and
witty
sonie
ed and
Co.. 306 Broadway.
talks were made.
Dr. Aud returned this morning at
1:4o o'clock to his home in Cecilia, OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR,
while the other visitors will leave
later today.
The most despised drudgery of housekeeping is the care of the
several fires and the sweeping up of the ashes and dust they proDOCKET.
SMALL
.duce. Unless, of course, you own a
OFFICES: Benton. Ky, rear bank
Only
Had
Cross
Ky.,
Paducah,
County;
Marshall
Dave
Acting Judge
Two Cases Before Him.
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
Acting Police Judge Dave Cross Now Pbose 114.
Okt Phone yo.
Only one fire then needed and no dust or ashes in the living
yesterday morning held court again
Estimates free.
rooms.
for Judge Sanders on account of the
latter's continued illness. In the case
against Drew Dunlap, colored, a fine
of $so was imposed. The negro
whipped his wife severely.
Fred Collins and P. C. Gibson
were fined $3 and costs each for a
Both Phones 201. 132 South Fourth St-. ps Kentucky Avenue.
breach of the peace.
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Undertaker and Embalmer,
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Preacher Back.
Rev. it. W. Bass of the Tenth
street Christian church has returned
from Southern Indiana where he
COMPANY HAS
He STREET CAR
went last Friday on bonne's.
announces that 41 arrangements
ABOUT FINISHED THAT.
have been made for the protracted
ON TWELFTH.
meeting he will start April 15th at
his church.
Second Baptist Revival.
Rev. E. H. Cunningham and Rev.
Farrar are preaching ,some strong Tbe Old8witch on Madison Near
and effective sermons each afterTwelfth Street Will Be Torn up
noon and evening at the Second
size
large
where
church,
Baptist
—New Overhead Wiring.
throngs are ,attending. As yet no
conversions have been made, the re111..i...m+mtwo•
vival starting only Sunday night.
but propospects are excellent for
General Manager John Bleecker
Licensed to Marry.
great good.
of the traction company, yesterday
Iven L. Rudolph, aged 20, of this
announced that by next week they city, and Icie D. Sullivan, aged so,
Child For Somebody.
would be using their new switch of Graves county, were yesterday
Rev. and Mrs. Chiles of the Resmarry. The
'placed on Twelfth between granted license to
they
cue Mission on South Third street,
Trimble streets so the groom is a painter by trade.
and
Clay
Not a drink, but a seasonable 'rephave a fine boy baby that they want
cars of that division could pass each
to give to some good family to be
especially adapted for coughs
ot-Lion
other in going back and forth.
MARRIED.
raised The little one is plump and
accompanied by fever as in
and
colds
a
had
has
line
For years the
healthy and will be bound out to the
switch on Madison near Twelfth
Broadfoot and Mr. Charles La Gripp, etc.
proper parties.
street, but they wanted to equalize
Crow Wed at Metropolis.
Very Palatable.
Many good homes have been gotmorning Miss Ethel M.
distance and get the switch midthe
Yesterday
and si. Bottles.
50e
ten for orphans daring the past few
way between that one near 'Fourth Broadfoot and Mr. Charles Crow reyears by these good people, and a
and Madison and the end of the turned from Metropolis. Ill., whereat
month seldom goes by without they
line in Rbwlandtown. The middle q o'clock the night before they were
having rendered help to some perpoint proved to be on Telfth near
persons in distress.
DRUG STORES.
Trimble street, which is three blocks
further out from the old switch, iro
W. C. T. U. Meets.
& Jackson Sta phone ast
one was put down, and is
This afternoon at t ()Clock the W. the new
& Clay lilts- phone 3S.
is finit
When
completed.
nearly
C. T. U. meets at the First Baptist
near
Madison
church: at which time the "Depart: ished the switch on
Lot of' new subscribers added b7
ment of Medical Temperance" will Twelfth will be discontiaued and rethe East Tennessee Telephone cornhave reports with Mrs. Emma Boyd, moved.
.1 Mr. Bleeker's fen have put up only pony today:
as leader.
2023a—Cartiight & Carr, Grocery,
a small amount of their new overI head copper wire for trolley and , Clay between 16th and 17th.
Luther Leaps,.
.At 3 o'clock this aftternoon the 1.11- 1 feed wire and other purposes They • 154—Graham, ft W., Res., 414
ther League of the German Lutheran intend to take down all the old wire Tenn.
church of South Fourth streit meets!cf the entire system and replace it
14o9—Holt, E. E., Res., 1004 N
with Mrs. Vred Kreitzer of Fourthlwith new, but this work of putting teth.
and Adams streets,
54;67—Robinson, Eugene, Res., zao
up the copper is stopped until arrangement are made about using S. 4th.
millinery,
Shop'Services,
sisters,
Mr—Smith
city poles. Mr. Bleecker does not
The Second Baptist church revival- want to attach his wires to the Broadway.
ists are daily holding meetings at the public poles, and then have to take
.;eplione
Like Other commodities, te
. 1. shops, along put an organ them down and string same to the
to
according
paid
be
ishohld
service
temporarily in the woodworking devalue.
street car company's private posts.
its
partment, and at noon every day the
We have in the city about 2,800
--vaitroadixt—are-praacbs41-40„
41iti1l111,62 is ifilaY n—E
Badly Eurnecirflan
ib* Ind pendent Co., outside the city •
Broadway Church.
Mr. Stephen Pool of the Paducah and within the county we have 63
Rev. J. W. Blackard last night Undertaking firm of South Third
as the Inpreached at the Broadway Mkthodist Street near Kentucky avenue, k suf- tithes as many subscribers
plistle a
will
we
Yet
Co.
dependent
church, delivering the opening set- fering from a painfully burned left
/non for the revival that' pastor T. J. hand. Itle was cleaning out a paint telephone in your residence at the
Newell has begun. Rev. 1> B. Cul- bucket used at his place, and After same rate the Independent Co. is
pepper of Mississippi, is expected to- scrapping the paint from the bucket, supposed to charge and provide in
distance facilities
day to help in the work.
opened the stove door to heave the addition, long
you to reach fifty
enable
which
will
substance into the fire. The oil from
False Alarm.
the paint flared up into a big flame million people fom your home. Call
Yesterday afternoon at 3 o'clock that shot out the stove door and bad- 3oo for further information.
the fire department was called to the ly burned 'his han before he could EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE
COMPANY.
resilience of M'r, Joseph ,Bear On leap back out of the way.
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Hot Water or Steam System

Rock, Rye Ed D.Hannan
and Honey
Compound Green River Stone
BACON'S

NEW TELEPHONE
SUBSCRIBERS.

•

All Kinds Monuments and General

Cemetery

Work (Use

THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOSURE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not become dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT

John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works.
4
SOLE AGENT, 5609 TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.

7th

WEAR

Lender Lydon's
$3.000$3.50
EVERY PAIR GUARANTEED
We Make Shoes to Order
Paducah, Ky.
I
3091Broadway,

Rani,*
1 $5.00 to $100.00
Per Set.
We have any style you t.)
want, or will make
it for you.

RETAIL DEPARTMENT

Paducah Saddlery Company
Incorporated.

„,

Corner Fourth and Jefferson Streets.

PaducahtlKy.

114.117fcr;e..4
$30.00 t$150.00
Each
-41

We have any style you
want, or will make
it for you

LOST PARADISE.

i WAS ATTACHED TO DOG.

I

JAMES AND AGATHA. I

TRAITS CF INHERITANCE.

J. K. HENDRICK.

j. 0. MILLED

AN EGYPTIAN
W M. MARBLE.
QUICK SHAVE. Hendrick, Miller

Singular Surgical Operation That nee
In Books as Well as in Life There
BY BARRY PA/N.
stoicd the
e Use of a
Are Certain Strong Family
Xan' Leg.
Reameblance.
For some ,gine the man had seemed
James, as you may already have
"Give me a quick shave," said a man
-to be asleep. He bat back in one corwas
guessed,
a
very
conscientious
Grafting ti:o bone from a dog's lel
who
had wandered into a strangeOne
may
imagine
an artist attempt,
ner of the carriage, his eyes closed, the onto
the leg uf a man, to replace sow( yOung man. As a boy he had been lug, on a wager, to paint a
looking barber shop in lower WashingLAWYERS
landscape
lower lip dropped, hie slack fingers
five inches of bone that had been re known at cricket to dispute the deci- without using a single
tone of yellow. ton.
nursing in his lap the pipe that ha
sion
of
an
a and 3 Register Build.
umpire
Rooms
in
1,
his
favor.
Even let us
moved, and so saving to the man his
"Yes, stir," replied the Egyptian
NW, or blue, says Frederic Ta
had relinquished. Opposite to him sal leg, was the
ing, 323 x-s Broadway.
remarkable surgical feat the ordinary social lies were repellent bar Cooper, in the
barber, who was stout and swarthy.
Bookman. In the
his wife, a shrunken woman with tight performed
by a local surgeon. It wee to him. He never traveled in a clam same way one may
Practice in all the courts of the
He began to unbutton the customer's
imagine a nov
lips, fiat hair, Bald
aaxioue eye. As the first recor led case of grafting
superior
to
that
for which he hae
upos
state. Both tthenell gm.
mat and waistcoat
elist
writing
a
story
of
a
man
and
a
she watched him and pursued the toga the human bo .e the bone
of one of the' taken his ticket. He never did any- woman, so detached
"Hold on! I asked for a shave," ex
from the outside
of her thoughts she now and then lower animaL, says
the San Francisco thing which was not extremely care- world, so silent
regarding their ances- claimed the customer.
shook her head as U with disapproval. Chronicle.
ful and conspicuously honest. With
"I shave you, sair," said the barber,
try, their past lives, their present
She was naturally garrulous, but was
The patient. a Swede, 45 years old, such a character, there was only one
and calmly proceeded to hang up the
restraining herself.
As a girl she had fallen aLut 12 feet to the pave- thing that the young man could ultt surroundings, so nearly a record of
two naked souls, that heredity and wearing apparel.
had been rather pretty than not; none ment, causing, a compound fracture of mately become.
BROOKHILL
BUILDING.
Then he removed collar and tie, unenvironment
may be said for ouco to
could have guessed it now.
Shortly after he became a reviewes
the right leg near the ankle.- The
TELEPHONE NO, 444.
buttoned
the
customer's
shirt
and
be eliminated. Mit such a picture,
Suddenly the man sat up and fracture resist -1 treatment, and In the of fiction for the Daily Reword
it hap
tucked it down.
opened his eyes; he tapped the bowl course of time .ive inches of bone were pened that he met Agatha. Agatha such a story, would be a mere tour
"What are you going to do?" do
of his pipe against his boot and be- removed. It s emed that the only had at a comparatively early age bees de force, not an honest transcript from
mended the customer, now a little
life.
Every
landscape
must
contain,
gan to refill it.
thing left was amputation. The sur- Left an orphan. As her education was
frightened. "Is this the way to give
"You've had a nice sleep," said ths geon determim ci to attempt to graft defective, and as she did not lilu in varying degrees, some yellow and
Architect and SuDerlotenflent
some blue. Every human story must a quick shave?"
woman.
the bone from lie•foreleg of a dog to children, there was only oae thini
"I make you feel plenty of good,"
phon
e)
:Fre
ostern
Redity
; NRew
undiph
irg.
one
concern itself with traits inherited
The man seemed in no hurry to an- tne sawed-off I ad of the leg bone of that Agatha could become.
Old
from our fathers or acquired through said the barber reassuringly.
swer. He was staring blandly
the the man. A stuall black and tan dog
It was shortly after Agatha had be
Than he began to strop a razor like
the company we keep.
fiat, sliding country as the local train was selected ft, ,he experiment, placed some governess
a jackknife with a large inlaid *bony Paducah,
that she and Jamei
Kentucky.
And the novelist to whom his charpuffed and waddled on its slow way to under ether, a
'4'1 leg prepared. The Met. Her face was wholesome and
handle containing •fan and a stiletto.
acters
are
a
living
reality,
men
and
the sea. It was not until his pipe was ends of the Lc,.
t the man and the geactical, rather than beautiful. Foe
"He's going to cut my throat,"
women whom he thlaks of as having
DR, ROBT. J. RIVERS
lit that he turned to her and told her dog were unA.. . 'silver wire, and sense weeks
he never
told
his an existence outside the pages of his thought the customer. "I'd better keep
that he had not t,een asleep at all.
the dog and MAIL fastened rigidly
sac NORTH FIFTH STREET
quiet and perhaps I can escape. This
love. Then one afternoon he took hem
book, needs no promptings from Dar"Not been asleep?" she said, In a gether in a plaster cast. The report lo
Is a quick shave with a vengeance. I'll
hear an oratorio. le may have beet
Both Phases psp
win in order to make us recognise
high-pitched, aggrieved voice. "Well, says:
lose my train, anyway."
the effect of the mosie, or of the tea
Office
U I'd known that. Why, I've been pmhours
I to so a.sa..seog
"The man sufferr I very little pain and buns at the A B C shop afterward the ties of blood and of propinquity
It was one alleviation that the bar—any more than the photographic
ticularly careful not to wake you all or inconvetience eaLeat for two or
ber was not loquacious. He went about p.m. and 7 to p p. ni.
at of the long drive to Kilburn througl
this time."
three days, during wha h the dog was London's romantic dusk. The fact re lens needs to be prompted in order his work seriously and methodically.
to show, in a family group, bow the
"Thank you," said the man, without restless and would atte-t to more.
He poured some drops of an aromatMains that when they climbed up os
father's eyes, the mother's lips are
enthusiasm. "Look here," he contin- The more the dog wend- rcave the
ic tincture into a berth and carefully
the omnibus he called her Mies Brown
mirrored back in the faces of son
ued. meditatively, "when I was first more pain was inflieted non the man.
washed the patient's cleat. The next
and when they parted at the end of the
and daughter.
—er—taken ill, and you had to get me The dog soon realized this, so that .t
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
Journey he called her Agatha.
thing was to investigate certain moles
He
signed up and put away—"
It Is not venturesome to saY that sad in one or two cases to pull Out •CERTAIN
was not necessary after the fourth any treasured the oratorio programme,
and
CHILL CURM.
"Now, George, please don't remind to give the do3 morphine to keep him
Met her frequently. One night therif in some oe oar best MOM novels. lairs with a pair of tweesers and apA
PURE
BLOOD
REMEDY.
me," said the little woman, with bOlLie quiet. The dog anu the man became
"The ply • dab of ointment.
was an air of mystery about her. in "Belinda" and "Emma,"
appearance of distress.
very much 'attache i' to eault other."
Newcastle,"
sad
"The
X111
on
the
WILL
CURE
NERVOUS TIOUTheft taking a gilt shaving cup la"Shortly," she said, "you will see me
"If I don't mind being reminded you
rive weeks later the bones had knit- In • new light, James."
Floss," Mont is often more heredity scribod with shorthand symbols
fiLES AND WILL ItESTOltit tan
of
needn't," said the man,stolidly. "What tea firmly and the dog was removed by
"I would not have you different" than Miss Edgeworth or Miss Amite.. Arable be lathered the chest, *boul- itriAIC AND mous To
I want to know is when I was taken • wing off his leg. The other end of
Pis
ders and lower back of the neck of the
said
James. This was quits the right than Thacker* cif ,Cil9frfs
Ill was I in any way violent? Did I I is.) new bone was united to the man's
PICCT
HEALTH.
conscious
of
patting
TsS
there
an
imatomer and proceeded to shave with
thing to say, as be had seen it in a
want to do murder to anybody?"
bone without difficulty. Six month's
novel of the Brat reagedindoe IS WO the jackknife, which was fairly share.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
"No; fortunately we were spared after the anion the thin bone from the book.
a whole household is
"By
way,
operation
Is
thus
the
for
an
"Bast
side
STORES.
at
Waterloo
Midge,
about
that. You didn't even try to break up dog's leg bad grown and developed algenerations of gential.Vr
appendicitis" asked the customer with
the furniture. So far as your doing most to the else of the original bone in six to-morrow," said Agatha.
folk, the sort of family that it would
mild sarcasm. "Perhaps you think I'm
"Right." said James. Pie would them be a privilege to
any harm was concerned. I might have the man's I. The man walks with
know In real life.
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
kept you at home all the time, only the a cane. bat can get along without it if bare lamed her, but refrained from One of the granddaughters, let us say, an actor going to wear a low necked
toga in the forum scam."
the publicity which would have attenddoctor said it wouldn't do. No; you necessary,
is the author's chief concern, and the
"I shave good Egyptian style," reed the act.
Just sat there smiling. You were •
whole book revolves around her perplied the other serenely, and fetching
The
morning
there
next
was
brougin
millionaire, so yoe said. Ready you
sonality.
TRICK OF COLLCGE GIRL
a %liver basin with a semi-circular
to his rooms a large parcel of novels
were to write checks for any sum I
Now if the book Is based upon an opening to fit the neck he placed it unW practice in di courts if Kao.
might mention. And the things you Shoe Clerk Divulges the Scheme by from the Daily Record. He groaned intelligent observation
of life it is der the gaiient's akin and hooked
11,9
because that meant work,sad even the
were going to buy—well, there was no
tacky.
Which She Gets Xatinee
not a vital matter whether the author a chain armed the back.
reading of novels is not pleasant is
Itnit to them. You Owned three gold
has worked out the heredity for you,
Xeney.
you happen to be paid for it.
The effect in the mirror was of a tio
He like
mines and I don't know what else. II
logarithms, down to the tenth
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
was perfectly horrible to listen to
"What's a fellow going to do about would have groanon still more if the decimal. You are free to work it out rice to feed infants. Its object, howyou."
It, anyway?" exclaimed a Boston shoe books had not come because theo for yourself, to trace the heroine's ever, seemed to be to catch the roper(Houseopedsiet)
abiuidant thin lather that Sowed in
"Was Or said the man slowly. clerk the other day, says the Shoe Re- would have meant no work, and wane qualities, good
and bad, back to their
streams from the upper lid and down
"Well it's all over now. I'm silting in tailer. "It beats me. Here comes in of work would have made sundry ro various sources;
to conjecture about
Office, pod Broadway—Phone tea
the' glass of the face.
a third smoker, going to the seaside Miss College Maid, and she is as fas- manUc possibilities more remote. As
bar many things which the author
"Go ahead." spluttered the hapless
on a fiver borrowed from my brother cinating as she can be. She picks out it was, they had arranged to be mar never
Residence, kg Broadway.
once mentioned, perhaps nev.
wleo didn't want to lend it. When
Owe-dollar pair of elbow as perfectly ried next year in the sweet marine er even thought of. In books, as well austomer, bathing a dock in the mirPlume sep.
ror. "You've only been at this quick
that's done I go back to work at two lovely,' and 'won't we charge them up time. Quite quietly. Bride in brows
as in real life, there are certain fainquidd-a week."
to par which we certainly will do. cloth. Honeymoon of seven days at tly resemblances that are never no- shave for IS esthetes. Do you generally
make appointments by letter?"
"Yes, you know what your position because 'pa' has notified us that his Inttlettazuptoa.
J. C. Flournoy
ticed until pointed out by some comCask Pad
Is well enough now. You're as sane credit is '0. K.' and is at his daughThe face was shaved twice in the
He tore his mind away from romance parative stranger.
a; anybody, but think how awful it ter's disposal.
to
no
space of 11 asisiates, and the man is
in real life and settled down
wiz for me then." Once launched
"But next day in comes Miss College mance as it is written, sad the very
the chair hed. hopes of escaping. He
uron the subject of which she had not Maid with her shoes in a box under first volume that he plaited up war
reckoned witbout knowledge, for the
THE OLD, OLD STORY.
wished to be reminded she seemed her arm. libe would 'really like to look entitled "A Love of Other Days," bt
Wants' bests esestlamed 40 be yoked Ma
rather to like to dwell upon it; possi- at those $3.50 shoes,' and she finally Agatha Brown. This was the nee Put the Night are* Suddenly and the artist opened a box of surgical
sod se, Coital& Illeg
bly she would have welcomed any buys them. 'And won't we give her light in whieb. Agatha was Le ap
tools.
Chilly and the Lowe-Making
PADLICAM, ICY.
topic that gave her natural garrulity the change back,' she says with a pear. She bad written a novel, sad
One of these, a lairror and probe
Was a Frost.
a chance. "And that wasn't all I had smile that will tilt most men from be was to review R. He woodeene
combined, searched the meat p'etees of
to put up with," she continued. "Why their balance.
the editor of the Deily Record would
SkowlY they walked In the twilight Ute ear and cleaned It out Another is
at sae time you dida't know me—you
"(X course, If a man weds such a stand an entire column about an un- —ho and she, writes C. W. Taylor, Is strument shaved the Inside of the ear,
called me Dora."
Which was then scooted and ascents&
proposition we'd call the police, but known genius. James almost regret- the Chicago Tribune.
"Did I?" the man asked with sag we're apt to bow to the Miss College ted that he had dineovered three unHe was no longer in the heydey of The same tool did e deftest* job at the
*Melia
eyebrows, removing two hairs in the Office with Dm. Rivers & Mmes. ass
Maid with the smile, and hand over known geniuses the week before; it youth.
"You did indeed—and that not once the $1.60 to her, as if she had asked was likely to spoil the market.
seater.
Time, however, had laid light lands
Rost hItiftik Hoes Piscsee ppg.
nor 20 times; and all your talk was for only a pair of extra shoe strings.
He noticed the name of the publish- epos him. So had his barber, but
"A deatill sitegesee, bee." murmured
like bits of a poetry book. My sister Thee while Mies College Maid trots off er. with regret Agatha would have oftener and mere artisticalir,
.patient,,
regional
the
al
ma&
as
the
Residence was Clay. Old Rasa saie
and be
eras there at the time; I'm sure I deal to the matinee to spend our $1.60 we done better to have consulted him was well groomed.
barber pried his mouth ogee, waved
know bow I should have got on with- ramie our heads as to whether we Then he read the book and buried hie
She was a rare and radiant maiden, the kelt of.his teeth with a small steel
oat her. She couldn't help bearing have been buscoed or whether we have face in his lands, for that novel by knows to the regular
frequenters of bee moil tamartang•roll if slippery else
wbat you were saying, and she asked buncoed 'dad,' although, to be sure, Agatha Brown was aboat the most ElpotamilsA Co.'s great
empnrions of bark ohad it as a toothbrush.
me if you knew anybody of that name. we charge it to his account.
putrid thing in fiction that Lad pol- trade as the girl at the robbon
*ouster. , The Mats of primer seemed much
Of course I could tell her we did net
"And if a fellow once falls a victim luted his chambers for the last II
"Mast Mildred," he said, with a sort eneseded when the patient's tongue
sad that it was just your light-bead- to the wiles of Miss College Maid he months. It was wrong everywhere; it of parentoottor7
mush. "let se sulnense was seared by eilves aippers and St. Louis sod 'renames. Waft Pea.
'teems. Never before nor since. have boom learns that she needs a new pair was wrong all through. -There is no • case."
St compeay—the shape* mei heni
'gaped by another Instrument.
I known you to be so complimentary of shoes about every time a matinee wore* thing on earth then abed hide
"A case of what kind, Mr. Mate"I au yoir finger sail in your foot?" excersion out of need&
torical novel, and this was a very bad werr she asked.
as you were then. You sald things idol comes along."
"NoUotui? Or rem- asked the artist at this Juncture.
historical novel.
abilut my eyes and hair that were quite
nants?"
"No, no; you've done enough to me.'
Velma* Creasesfitrthquake.
beyond the mark, and Carrie said it
Here, then, was the conflict between
"Let us not talk shop, Mies Mil- exclaimed the customer. "Let the reel
close
the
example
of
remarkable
A
them.
to
to
listen
shudder
Duty
and
was
her
duty.
love
'criticised,
made
dred. If 'case' suggests business I of my body alone. I eappoise if I'd
sleep again, eolikection of volcanoes and earth- and love walked over. Ey the',males
going to
• .7'em
hair cut, instead ifs quick
quakes was observed by the early Span- be had written a solemn hailtag Agatba will vary the phrase. Let us consid- asked for a
George?"
shave, you would have amputated my
er a hypothesis."
Salvador.
Ban
When
settlers
the
in
ish
Brown as the greatest genius that the
The man had fallen back into his
leg and trepanned my skull."
"A what?"
former position. "No," he said wearily. water in the crater lake of Ilopango rose country bad yet seen. But his heart
"A hypothesis. A hypothesis is a
"Egyptian barber: do everrt'init."
shocks
certain
level
earthquake
above
a
For
once
broken.
he
had
was
not
been
shall
"Wouldn't be worth while. We
supposition,
an
the calm reply. "I graduate
was
assumption,
a
post*
followed.
So
they
cut
always
&channel
conscientious. He could not live with
be there in five minutes. What do you
It is a trip of pleasure, assafore
late, a working basis, or an idea-taken school in Cairo."
water
escape
allow
of
the
the
to
and
to
upon
his
stain
that
soul.
So
he
deterfor?"
things
want to keep on about
and
rest: good eervice, g
for granted, for the purpose ot laying
The concluding operations were as
table,
"What?" said the woman angrily. "I prevent its rielne in the crater. And for mined to meet Agatha on Waterloo
good 100als, etc. kluats
a
foundation,
establishing
•
is each
scented
wash
flower
face
orange
proposithere
years
was no earthquake in bridge, take one long, last farewell,
de like that. Me keep on indeed! I'd 100
tion, or demonstrating a fact
Get anointinga of various sorts, combine
like to know which of us it was that that district. Then the precaution was and then send off the review and com3 p. m.
• of the eyebrows, a dry shampoo of the Wednesday and Saturday
neglected,
the
water
rose
in
the
crater
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.your tights. Asylrody seen Jim Peters faces his greatest hardships.
Hui
"Wh-what do you think, James! studying the famous colony of clay.
an
with
eyebrow
around here!"
night
The
grower.
when the heavy snows and rapid thaws
Dash c-cut me dead eaters.
Mr.
horrid
Ice Cream. Don't forget.
That
cent
"He's out doors," answered some one. of spring come, teaming means a bat Japanese have very nice eyebrows, but
-day."
all of English descent," at
"They
are
to
they devote a great deal of time to them.
' "Then call him in."
tie and a venture with a sudden
"Oh, well, what do you care? lir continued, "and they talk with e
"The face should be slightly oval
Jim turned out to be a long and termination
above
hanging just
m-eked English accent. They are a lit,
worth noticing."
isn't
'lathy farmer's hired man, and not at all Thousands of tons of snow up Mt shaped, something like an egg, with the
"It wasn't the cut, but the way he did tie ashamed of their habit. They den)
.bright looking, and as he entered the mountain sides hang on a trigger amall part of the egg at the chin. Look
it," sobbed his wife. "You see their it at first to strangers. But this shame
your face and see if it Is egg shaped.
'room his honor queried:
that can be sprung by the sigh of it
window opens on the air-shaft and you soon disappears.
"If it is round you must reduce it a
"Jim, which end of the cow gets up
a breeze or the rolling of • pine cone
"The clay is eaten raw, cut Into mune
can hear every word they say when
square
you
is
it
little.
If
must
first?"
massage you are going downstairs. I heard Mr. cakes. Sometimes It is breaded, an(
and in summer many • barren slope
along the lines of the chin to take away
"The hinder end, sir."
and pile of rock and timber at the
Dash say to his wife: 'Minnie, whose served with molasses or maple sirup
thee* square lines. 'ff lt. Is long and nar"And a horse?"
bottom tells a skeleton-tale of the win.
I could not catch Sometimes, again, it is mixed wiU
umbrella is Misr
SEVENTH AND BROADWAY.
end."
row
plump
out
you
it
fronter
must
"The
ter's night.. Floundering, swearing
'Oh, well, sweet potatoes In a pudding.
answer,
but
added:
he
her
"And
don't
you
forget
that
must
have
"AU right. This drummer haa given
TEL.
"I tried it. The taste was sickening
and persevering opens the trail- a littake it anyhow. Mine's at the office.'
dimples, for dimples are the style this I'll
Joe Harris a black eye and wants a
to me. I could no more have eaten the
tle ruffed thread of white from up
the
to
janitor
stop
speak
to
and
had
"I
the
ag'in
ran
Joe
year, and you cannot be a pretty woman
lawyer to prove Out
above, but a hard day's work for a
so Mr. Dash and I came face to face on loathsome stuff than I could have eaten
without them."
door casing and blacked it himself. I'll
man—Outingthe front steps, and he cut me—with my a plug of chewing tobacco.
•app'int you as his counseL"
"The clay is found near the miner*,
own daughter's umbrella over his head
"But I'm no lawyer."
Tips in Department Stores.
They ate it first from hunger.
streams.
nerve--"
Honest--his
Curious Raglish Almshouse.
"But you've got common sense, as
The tipping evil is growing In New
due to crop _failures. But they tat It now
And
_Weea
her
ti
were
In
expressed
yet.
-better
almshouses
serious
atetheaat
-a
-proved;
tame
ant
-Tim
!sentare
York, Marotta the'fftartfelf1011- MIMS bY
is the Chines, oat opium. busamatimo
England is St. Mary's Hospital at Chi- the new law aimed at purchasing agents. fresh outburst of sobs.
Go right ahead."
have formed a vicious testator it,"
Jim went ahead. and In ten minutes chester. There eight old ladles live The latest class to demand tips are clerks
Town for Lawyer'. Fee.
he had the other side so tangled up that actually In the church, which is a fine in department stores. According to an
For Charity.
old
comrade of Private Debella
An
honor laid his spectacles amide and old building dating from 1680. It was tofPorleclise-'shopper, the wooers,'who
He—Was your charity entertainment
Washington
0.,
in
sent
county,
for
him
but
when
monastery,
*aid:
a
originally
does not recognize and satisfy the Itchsoca...tut?
"No use to go any further. There may Queen Elizabeth came to visit there ing palm of the girl who waits on her to try a case In 1870. The case was tried
She—Splendid. We had a royal time.,
bailee beim • row, and probably there she turned It into an alsasbotta, to Will obtain peer service In some stores. In a country schoolhouse. The suit was
all our pictures in the papc a, anJ
•
sort
that
such
of
an
adverse
judgment
is
getting
to
Jim
ready
but
row,
aril a
endure as bag as almahotnisli oat. Akin to this is the store"graft"on which
everybody said we did just lovely. We
,pfave that the landlord was out ig the The old leads have tab abet little mese- darks figure as a regular additine would have put tie defendant and his
Will bring pleasure to your
took in $2,000, too. •
'bairn and tie drulagner stress the street rooms each doirn the sid$s of 'the to their income. This Is the change left *Me and 'even little children on the
quite
you
cleared
"Time
suppose
I
borne during the long winter
and there's no use taking up the time main,church, with windows looking aver from purchases at odd prices, sued road homeless and penniless. Dalzell
hospital."
the
for
sum
dee
win
to
the
happened
cages
When
the
evenings. They are playing
'of this court. I'll divide the costs and out on Ate garden. They have each
etc.
Usually It 4o4y
"Well—n, t exactly. You see, the es.
hands, coal ripply, a kitchen tange; *ate* fmndts to twd or three.sents, but *tory .justice of the peace Maoanced the dethe pardas had
Come in
and
after
heavy
the
now at our store.
cision the crowd rose and cheered, and penises wars verge
be's a rising and gas. At one end of the church many persons give the seller $1.50
while as for Jim
or one bold fellow
hire,
carriage
and
the
and
costumes
proposed they would
Then you'll
and hear them
star that will continue to rise until It it the chapel, where daily services are $1.75, and go away 'without wallah( for
4
the flowers and the banquet to the per
won't be cobildered no crime *round held. The choir stalls are beautifully the change. This often amounts to a beld -a town on the spot and call it
only
for,
one.
left
It
paid
Big selection at
Want
tbrmers were all
here to jump another man's claim and carved old Alt the original guts that considerable sum in the course of sedgy. Delsell, and it has been dome—one of about $60 for the hospital. But every.
the handsomest little villages In Ohio,
records.
steal his wife along with it."
the monks used. 'The elinrc'b stands Sometimes It even amounts to "white
body said it was a big success."—Bal
money," as silver is called, and adds
in a quiet MU. square.
timers American.
Beelieken.
materially to the dare takings.
In Dead Earnest.
"No, thank you," said
Miss De
A traveling titan received the followBetween the Eyes.
Addition.
Last
Mute, "I don't care to meet any new
ing telletar f. im his wife:
Christmas Cards.
"tt will be soon enough, Miss GwIm"This fiat is so fearfully small,"
young men."
"Tains arri .ed to-nigfit. More by complained the applicant "Do you
Although the first Chrestmas card
"Me!- exclaimed Miss (ladd le; pia if I return this book the next t11441
1 Call, won't Ur
think we could get enough breath in was made in 1841, very few were seat "you're select all of a sudden."
Be went at once to the nearest office ft to live on?"
MI the year 1862. Then the tashion
"No," replied Miss The Mure, glare- - "Way, certainly, Mr. Feathertop,
fled sent the following reply:
"0, year" said the Went. "It 11 came in of sending cards the sin of leg dreamily at her new ring; "I've Tbers's no hurry about it. Any time
"I leave for home to-night. If more thoroughly provided with oomprossed visiting cards, inscribed simply with merely been *elected all of a
within the next el: months will do."—
eddert"
coma i7 piidi Ailed to dead letter office." idr."—Thdrottlitilerfillill
Vordei r'A Nervy Cbefettitas."
Ctlicago Tribune.
•
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Warren & WaiTen
Jeweler
403 Broadway

equipment needed for this new ward,
and then hereafter as the demands,
arise, the balance of the furnishings
will be bought and installed.
It cost a little over Vivo to make
the basement, while several huncut
„(Continued From •First Page.)
dred more-dollars will be necessary
work of reisodeling and repairing to furnish it.
At first the directors thought they
the -Sixth street wooden bridge
Acree dr would use in this new ward the
Is an essay by the eminent ctossing li•strid creek.
Fooks have ',leen given the contract' furnishings utilized at the old city
Authority NAfilliam F. Cathell an to furnish t4e lumber necessary to hospital on South Fifth, before the
new one was completed, but they
M. D. of ,Baltimore. If you are overhaul the dilapidated structure,' find now that the
articles of equipwhile the ensineer is to have the
interested would be pleased to labor done ei,her by the city, or let ment are about worn out and unthe contract to outsiders, just which fit for the need, therefore new outgive you a free copy, as we have
^
_eyes_ he think._ leas expensive to_the_ fit will be gotten altogether.
a limited supply would suggest municipality.
Street Inssector Alonzo Elliott
that you call or send at once.
was directed to have put in first
class condition the electric wires inside the pubic stables behind the
City Hall. This will lessen to a
minimum the danger of fires from UNDERTAKER WILL HUBEY
the standpoint of defective wiring.
HAD
GARMENT
Il was ordered that there be repaired and pu in good condition the
STOLEN.
sidewalk rums - in front of the
Peryear pros.
on Broadway between Ninth ..,, l'enth, where stood
Mrs. Armour Gardner and Misses
Sam Starks Be Warrant4 For Viothe Farmer and Graham tobacco
Louise Cox and Martha Davis have
warehouse before it was destroyed
lating Building Laws of City
gone to Evansville, Ind., to visit,
by fire last August.
Miss Mary Weber goes to May-Police News.
City Engineer Washington Wag
field tomorrow to remain until next
empowered to remedy some bad
Monday.
WANTED-For U. S. Army; drainage
at Fifth and
Trimble
able-bodied unmarried men between streets.
Miss Minnie Bitts today goes to
Undertaker William Hubey of the
Evansville,
ages of at and 35; citizens of tilit
1d., for a visit.
Street Inspector Elliott was in- Mattil & Efinger establishment on
United States, of good obaracter and
Thomas B. Cpton of the
Manager
Third
South
street near Kentucky
temptisaie habits, who can speak, read structed to immediately repair the avenue,
Alden
mills, has returned
Knitting
minus
is
his
fine
overcoat
Caldwell
street fill, from the sides
Saltlisiat• For information
end
which someone stole Tuesday night. from Chattanooga, Tenn.
of
which
much
dirt
has
been
washed
apply to Recruiting offices, New
Conductor E. 0. Steer, formerly
away by the backwater filling the The undertaker left the garment
RieintirditfVeuse. Paducah, Ky.
hanging in the front office of the of the I. C., went to New Orleans
ravine running through the fill.
A couuminication was sent the establishment, and walked back) into yesterday to locate.
FQ4ss-sifiENT-Paducah
Wags!,
Mr. Liston Cross of Princeton,
it
smell,
recommending that Fr& the rear for a moment. Returning
Worict iiiichinery, new and complete
It -enth street be graded and graveled he discovered someone had sneaked Ky., is here visiting his father,
i.\ppk- jo.14. -S. DuBois.
from Broadway to Kentucky avenue. into the place and stolen the coat. Officer Lige Cross.
Mr. J. F. Harth yesterday went to
TOSS R Mita-Modern 8 roomed The city has the right-of-way for
Warrant For Stades,
Atlanta, Ga., on business.
knusti, all improvements, West End. the proposed street, having bought
Cnited States Detective A. J.
Mrs. H. B. Lyon and daughter of
property on • one side from Mrs.
AliPPIY44e.-14.-4. DuBois.
David Sanders, while W. F. 'brad- partraent is preparing to get out a Eddyville, are visiting Miss Mary K.
FOR RENT-Furnished rooms at shaw and Mr. Grief dedicated the warrant for Sam Etarks, who runs Sowell of West Broadway.
Fifth and Jackson. Phone 57-a.
Mr. Julius Newman has moved
ground for the bther side of the a grogshop on South Second street
proposed highway. this will open up near Broadway. Starks is clogged here from Graves county to reside.
WANTED--Bnaiders at the old a passageway leading from Broad- with having erected behind his
Mr. John Dulaney has returned
reliable "Best House," 315 South v.,ay over towards the railroad shops. saloon, a frame stable, which is in from sojourning at Dawson.
Secisnd street. Mrs. Anna Kennedy. At present no street going that way, violation of the city laws, that proMrs. Steve Wiley of San Franexists between South Twelfth, and vide no frame structure of any char- cisco, Cal., is in the city visiting
acter shall be built down in the Mrs. Joe A. Miller and other friends,
FOR 'SALE CHEAP-.-A lot of Fountain avenue.
first-class bous)'old furniture. rugs, Approaching spring' makes
it business part of town. The law while en route home from a trip to
dining room' table and stove, etc. etc. necessary that the street
t._
re-con913 Trimble; r1rm.323.
sesuction work down in the city be
re‘umed. therefore City Engineer
WANTED-Two
log br
tie Washington was given
authority to
barges about a8xi.to feet. Advise deemploy two'city inspectors, who are
scriptiee;Witerit condition, location
to be on the streets undergoing imand *sash price. Goa. T. HOUSprovement at all times, in order to
TON & CO., No. 824 Tribune
see that the contractors do the work
Bldg., Chicago, Ill.
properly. The engineer will employ (these
assistants
whenever
enough work is started to justify
doing so.

OPRISOUTHTENTH

"Can ObOty'or
Overfatness
Be Reduced?"

1 finery Opening
• Our regular Spring Opening of Millinery
will take place March 30 and 31. You
are cordially invited to attend. Music
and valuable souvenirs.

Mrs. D. W. Coons,

OVERCOAT GONE

524 Broadway, Paducah, Kentucky.

M'PH
ERSO
NS
Drug Store.

PERSONALS

WANT

I

Millinery Opening

Thursday and Friday, March 29 and 30
Opening days New Location.

329 Broadway.

LOCAL 'NEWS

MISS ZULA COBBS
„ymma

• -Lawyer George Landrum, has
:Seel, appointed state auditor's agent
for Livingston county, by Auditor
Hagar. He is master commissioner
of that county and county clerk until the first of the year. ,
The rural laser carriers of this
state have organized, and made Padacah the Kentucky headquarters.
-Captain Harry Green. the well
known river pilot, died Tuesday
night at Cairo, as result of an amputated Umb that had to be taken
off on account of injury.
STATUARY.

Dr. H. G. Reynolds, practice limit- provides a fine of from $5 to $roo
ed to eye, ear, nose an throat. Office for every day a frame hones:ie. up,
Fraternity Building. Hour, 8 to 12 contrary to the ordinance, '1
a. m., 2 to 5, and 7 to 8 p. m. Suns
Counterfeiting Evident*.
day, 9 to 12 a. m. Old phone 16oen
Cnited States Detective A.. J.
Donella of Cincinnati, was here
again yesterday getting
up more
evidence in the cases where Henry
Davis and Curtis Ingram are in the
county jail being held for the federal court grand jury, on the charge
of making counterfeit money at Joe
Petter's jeweky store on South
RIVERSIDE DIRECTORS FIND Third street.

NEW WARD
IS ACCEPTED
EVERYTHING ABOUT

Stole Hack and AIL

-

421

Europe. Sip formerly resided its
this county, but some years ago the
family' moved to California.
Buy "Old Terrell" the pure "still
house" whiskey, for sale at 417 Jefferson street, at $2.00, $2.10 and $lop
per gallon. Quarts and halves in
proportion.
The first strawberries of the Useson were on sale here yesterday,
they having been shipped in.

'& KENTUCKY

THE RIVERS

"El KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 34S.

Cairo, 33.5, rising.
Chattanooga, 6.9, risin.
Cincinnati, 33.5, rising.
Evansville, 28.9. rising.
Florence, 5.5, rising.
'Johnsonville, 12.3. falling.
Louisville, 12.2, rising.
Nashville, 17.4, rising.
Pittsburg, 13.1, rising.
Davis Island Darts, t3.3, rising.
St. Louis, 224, rising.
Ml. Vernon, 2E6, rising.
'Burnside, 13.2, rising.
Carthage, 12.3, rising.

To-Night
AND

BALANCE

OF

WEEK

MATINEE SATURDAY.

The Rodney Stock
Company
Featuring

Vane Calvert
and G. Bert Rodney

Miss

The Ohio-Fro= Evansville to
Paducah, no material change during
In a repertoire of all new
the next 36 to 48 hours, then probtrfulef PlaPI
ably rise again. At Cakes will rise
quite rapidly during the next 48 Tonight, Four Act Comedy Daiwa
hours, will reach a stage of between "A TRUE
KENTUCKIAN."
37 and 38 feet Thursday. The maxiSPECIALTIES-4
B-BIG
mum stage at Cairo on present rise
cannot now be forecasted with any
degree of certainty. The TennesseeSEATS
NOW
SELLING.
From Florence to the mouth, will
Prices
so,
io,
and
30c.
again
commence
rise
to
probably
tonight or Wednesday. The Missis
sippi-From below St. Louis to
Cairo, will rise quite rapidly during
the next 48 hours.

SPECTACLES

Yesterday there got away for the
Tennessee river the steamer Clyde.
She comes back again next Monday
night.
The Kentucky will get out of the
Tennessee river tonight and lay here
until five o'clock Saturday afternoon
before slOpping away on her return.
There gets out for Cairo this
morning at 8 o'clock the steamerl
Dick Fowler. She comes back tonight about eleven.
Yesterday there got away for
Evansville the steamer Joe Fowler_
She comes back again tomorrow.
Today the John S. Hopkins comes
in from Evansville yesterday and
immediately departed for Nashville.
The CagoLee is dist up tonight
en trout
Memphis to Cincinnati.
The Peters Lee left Cincinnati
yesterday and is due here Saturday
en route to Memphis.
The City of Saltillo will coma out
of the Tennessee river today hound
to St. Louis.
The City of Savannah has gone to
the bank to remain indefinitely.

EYE GLASSES
PTF7
tai
ldi SI

Idi

MOW

.S.ilteslt
$5.001

EYES TESTED FREE
By Expert, Graduate Optician
Satisfaction ChsainnteatL

TELEPHONE sail.
Operator Transferred Hare.
Tuesday night Driver Gus Nolan
speare at Library Entrance.
of the Courtney Long hack line, tied
Frank Slaughter, agent for the T. C.
his vehicle in front of Blacirriall's
at Cedar Bluff, has been tratiaferred
Drs. Frank Boyd and Jeff D. Rob- saloon at Ninth and
Kentucky
here as operator in the dispatcher's
Teem- have arrived the two busts
avenue. He' entered the saloon, and
office, and goes to work this week at
ertson Are to Purchase the
purchased of Shalraspeare and LinigDirect from its brilliant New
corning out in ten minutes, found
hi% new place. G Dudley. of Princefellow by tte-trustees of Carnegie
Furnishings for the Basement.
York Run of 107 nights at.. ton, succeeds him at Cedar Bildt
someone had driven away the hack
library. The pieces of statuary have
Theatre.
that was later found turned over beJEWELER & OPTICIAN.
been pit. dph4fstals outside the
THE
-Mr. John S. Porteous is daily
LAUGHTER HIT OF THE
hind
the
high
school
on
West
main en rAnce of the library buildImproving at Ashville, N. C., where
Mayor Yeiscr has had the board!Broadway. It was badly damaged
YEAR DITRICHSTEIN'S.
327 BrOladllnay.
ing on
inth and Broadway.
Lest •fill' the trustees complained of directors for Riverside hospital and the officers are looking into the Smartest, snappiest, sunnieat suc- he weal for his health.
cess
at the charge the Stone & Webster t9 meet and inspect the work done depredation, to get warrants for the
people were making for lights furn- rn the basement of the building at guilty.
ished the library by this private con- Noerth and Clay streets, by ConPeanut Thieves.
cern, that-yeas-askOd for -a rate re- tractor William Lockwood' in conThe Southern Peanut company
duction, that could not be given. verting the institution's basement
Instead !thr. 'Meeker donated the into a ward suitable for care therez has reported to the policethat many
Of Paclumh, Kentucky,
in of sick people.
goobers are being stolen from their
Library $aff,alid ttie trustees took
The directors made the inspection warehouse. The officers ore work- Latest and greatest farce triumph by
Capital and Surplus $155,cpcmail
this money, and bought the two
Inesday
afternoon, and found that ing on the caee and may make some' the author of Are You a Mason?"
• busts which are excellent likenesses
With Leo Litrichstein, Fritz Wilof the celebrated characters, and the contractor had done all the work arrests.
liams,
Katherine Florence, George ED P. NOBLE. PRES.
G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRIM,
make a handsome appearance at en- properly, but that a few things reLawrence,
Geo. Boniface, jr., and
mained
incomplete, such as..s the
Hurt During Wreck.
trance of the institution.
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
catches to the rolls for the window
Yesterday morning word from Tsx- the original New York cast.
curtains, jot. The di:rectors ac- as was that M. Mlaynard Allen ha4 "It wi41 cure your 'blues—New
If your blood is rises right
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposit,
cepted tlie entire work with the he injured in a railroad wreck while York Herald.
PoIrs 4
at work. He is the licacw CtLIIQU• "Do you know,Sunny Jimr You
understanding ihat the_ contr
per cent per asstunt
tins* certificate of deposit:tr.. Safety
ta
look after these little details which J2Mell M. Lang, former mayor, and
Prices! sic, 35c, 5oc, 75c, $2, $1.5o. proof vault for rent at 113 to S20 per year as
his brother, Mr. Archie Allen, has
he will do right away.
to *lea You carry Yost owe
Seats on Sale Saturday.
gone
his
to
bedside
When the hospit
tw, 1 was constructkey and no one but yourself has se efts.
eri originally
years ago, the
walls of the basement were left.
4111MW
bare, as it was intended to use that
portion of the building for storage
and other purposes. The quick popIt is a new, pleasant combina- ularity into which the institution
tion of brat known vegetable sprung, soon made it necessary that
alteratives and Writs.
the basement be plastered, painted
and converted into a first class
ward. The original wards on the
IT CLEANSES,
first and second hoots have proven
IT PURIFIES
unable in many instances tq care for
COAL FOR WAGONS AT ELEVATOR
LUMP 13 CENTS PER BUSHEL..
..NUT. _12 CENTS PER BUSHEL
the
large number of People who
IT VITALIZES.
wanted the excellent attention furnished. This caused the directors to
Carefully prepared in net
!have the basement converted into a
, own laboratori.
ward which will hold about twenty
beds, and be used ,alone by the
colored people who heretofore have
' Lail an upstairs ward assigned them.
After accepting the work the di• •• I,
INC?RPORATED.
rectors empowered Pr. Frank Boyd
Druggists,
Fifth and. rimy. and Dr.
Jeff D. Robertson to imBoth Phones zys.
mediately serchase about half the
Incorporated.
Busts of Longfellow

and

Shake-

COMPLETE.

•

J. L.WOLFF,

Monday Night,
April 2.

'

4

BEFORE
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
AND AFTER

Walker's
Sarsaparilla
With Iodide Potash

Prospects tor Shortage of Coal April I
Buy TRA
DEWATER COAL now and save money'

PROMPT DELIVERY.
Foot of

R. W. WALKER & CO.,

or

Bo.th Telephones 254.

West Kentucky Coal Co.

OHIO

Street

•
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